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Intrathecal therapy offers an invasive alternative for the long-term management
of select patients with intractable pain associated with various disease states,
including those of noncancer origin. It is commonly accepted that proper
patient selection is essential to optimizing treatment outcomes, yet the practice
of candidate selection for device implantation varies widely. A multifaceted
approach—with consideration of preexisting medical comorbidities; psychological
status; associated social, technical, and economic issues; and response to
intrathecal trialing—enables practitioners to fully evaluate the appropriateness
of implanting a patient with an intrathecal drug delivery system. Yet, to date no
standard set of guidelines have been developed to aid practitioners in navigating
this evaluation process.
Using experience- and knowledge-based expert opinion to systematically evaluate
the available evidence, this article provides consensus guidelines aimed at
optimizing the selection of patients with noncancer pain for intrathecal therapy.
In conclusion, complete assessment of a patient’s physical, psychological, and
social characteristics, can guide practitioners in determining the appropriateness
of initiating intrathecal therapy. These consensus guidelines are intended to assist
with weighing this risk/benefit ratio of intrathecal therapy, thereby minimizing
the potential for treatment failure, unacceptable adverse effects, and excess
mortality.
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1.0 Introduction

P

ersistent pain is one of the most common
and pervasive problem in modern medicine
(1). Chronic pain and chronic pain syndrome
have been defined in many ways, however, chronic
persistent pain is different from chronic pain syndrome

which is a separate entity. Chronic pain is defined
as, “pain that persists 6 months after an injury and
beyond the usual course of an acute disease or a
reasonable time for a comparable injury to heal, that
is associated with chronic pathologic processes that
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cause continuous or intermittent pain for months or
years, that may continue in the presence or absence
of demonstrable pathologies; may not be amenable
to routine pain control methods; and healing may
never occur (1).” However, chronic pain syndrome,
in contrast, has been defined as a complex condition
with physical, psychological, emotional, and social
components. The effects of chronic pain are broad
and may be profound with significant impairment of
physical and psychological health and performance
of social responsibilities including work and family
(1). Despite improvements in the understanding of
pain including diagnosis and treatment, chronic pain
continues to be an epidemic and is coupled with
claims of inadequate treatment. The prevalence of
chronic pain in the adult population ranges from
2% to 40%, with a median point prevalence of 15%.
Enormous increase of chronic pain over the years has
been demonstrated (1,2).
Interventional pain management has been advanced based on the discoveries of chemical mediation
and the development and understanding of precision
diagnostic and therapeutic interventional techniques,
together with reported successes with minimally invasive treatments, including spinal cord stimulation and
intrathecal implantable infusion systems (3-9).

1.1 Intrathecal Drug Delivery Systems
Intrathecal (IT) drug delivery systems offer an invasive alternative for the long-term management of select
patients with intractable pain associated with various
disease states, including failed back surgery syndrome,
complex regional pain syndrome, spinal stenosis, osteoporosis with compression fractures, and peripheral
neuropathies (10,11). In contrast to other noninvasive
therapeutic strategies for pain, IT drug delivery may
improve efficacy and tolerability through the employment of innovative techniques; a drug delivery pump
contains and delivers analgesic medication to the spinal
receptors through a connected catheter strategically
placed into the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The site of action within the CSF is influenced by the catheter location
and the lipophilicity of the selected IT agent. Clinical
benefit is achieved by an increased pharmacologic effect attributable to direct action at spinal receptors and
reduced drug delivery to the brain via the blood–brain
barrier, while patients gain the advantage of greater
independence and lower risk of infection than with external or partially externalized systems (12).
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1.2 Rationale
The expertise of a skilled physician for the placement of the device and perioperative management is
essential to minimize risks (13). Despite use of preventive measures, perioperative complications—including
infection, bleeding, drug mishaps, and device complications—have been associated with the procedure (14).
Additional post-implantation adverse outcomes, such
as failure to produce acceptable pain relief or improvement in function, can be minimized through rigorous
patient selection and the use of tailored drug algorithms (15). However, failure to attain satisfactory results with IT drug delivery remains all too common, and
in the worst-case scenario, can lead to removal of the
device.
Patient selection for treatment with IT drug delivery remains empiric and varies widely among practitioners. Nonetheless, there are multiple clues in the
available scientific literature that may well guide the
standardization of patient selection for IT therapy, an
intervention typically considered after exhaustion of
more conservative means of treatment.

2.0 Methodology
Development

of

Guideline

Clinical guidelines are a constructive response to
the reality that practicing physicians require assistance
into assimilating and applying the exponentially expanding, often contradictory, body of medical knowledge (16,17). Clinical practice guidelines attempt to
define practices that meet the needs of most patients
under most circumstances, however, they must not attempt to supplant the independent judgement of clinicians in responding to particular clinical situations (18).
Ideally, the specific clinical recommendations that are
contained within the practice guidelines have been systematically developed by panels of experts who have
access to the available evidence, have an understanding of the clinical problem, and have clinical experience
with the subject, procedure, and the relevant research
methods to make considered judgements. Consequently, these panels must be objective and must produce
recommendations that are unbiased, up-to-date, and
free from conflict of interest. While most guidelines are
widely perceived as evidence-based, some guidelines
are based on the consensus or authority and may be
considered to have bias and lack validity.
Multiple guidelines have been developed in interventional pain management (3,16). There are multiple
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issues related to the development of guidelines along
with controversies. ASIPP launched the development
of practice guidelines for interventional techniques in
the management of chronic pain and published multiple updates (3,16). ASIPP has utilized evidence-based
guideline process with systematic reviews (11,16,19-41).
However, for selection and implantation of patients
with non-cancer pain for intrathecal drug delivery, evidence-based development of guidelines is not feasible.
The systematic review by Patel et al (11) was unable to
find any randomized trials evaluating the effectiveness
of intrathecal infusion systems on a long-term basis.
Consequently, a decision was made to develop consensus guidelines.
The consensus group was chosen based on previous
publications, academic achievement, geographic diversity and specialty diversity. The project was developed
by Dr. Deer and Dr. Smith, the guideline co-chairs, and
faculty was chosen based on their unanimous consent.
The chairmen obtained an unrestricted grant from the
Inset Corporation, who had no input on the content
of the guides. The initial meeting was held during the

World Institute of Pain’s International Meeting in New
York City. The panel conducted a review of the world
literature using PubMed, EMBASE, and Google Scholar
from 1966 to December 2009. The inclusion of each article was based on the judgment of the panel as to the
scientific merit and importance to patient selection.
The consensus guidelines are undertaken to provide
guidance for intrathecal infusion systems. However,
systematic assessment of the quality of individual manuscripts was not performed.

3.0 Overview

of

Clinical Experience

Advances in IT therapy—in combination with the
wide variety of available agents as outlined in Fig.
1—have offered an alternative means to provide pain
relief for patients with intractable pain inadequately
relieved by standard medical management (15). When
considering an individualized, multidimensional approach to patient selection, revisiting the published
literature is essential to establish the risk/benefit ratio
required to develop appropriate guidelines for longterm therapy.

Fig. 1. 2007 Polyanalgesic Algorithm for Intrathecal Therapies (6)
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3.1 Therapeutic Success and Treatment
Limitations
Over the past decade, numerous prospective and/or
randomized controlled trials have evaluated the use of
the IT infusion modality in patients with noncancer pain
in a variety of settings and patient populations (42-47).
IT therapy for noncancer pain has largely been found to
reduce pain severity, and evidence of analgesic response
has been demonstrated in patients with neuropathic,
visceral, deafferentation, or mixed pain (42-49). However, the variable nature of the agents used and patient
populations included in these studies complicates the
interpretation of data, as compared with other medical
devices or anesthetic monotherapy. Furthermore, investigators often vary in how they administer drugs, with
some using low flow, high flow, pulsed infusion, or variable rates. Although many of these studies successfully
replicate real-world practice, they do not allow for easy
interpretation or for generalizations to be made across
patient populations. More recently, specific drugs and
drug combinations have been studied as independent
variables to better ascertain the effect of therapy (5055). Most of these studies further support the efficacy
of IT therapy for reducing pain intensity (50-55); yet,
other trials have reported that not all IT treatment regimens produce optimal results (52,53). Turner and colleagues performed a systematic review of effectiveness
and complications for programmable IT opioid delivery
systems for chronic noncancer pain and found improvement in pain and functioning for patients with permanently implanted IT drug delivery systems (56). Noble
et al conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis
and concluded that a subpopulation of individuals with
chronic noncancer pain achieved long-term analgesia
with IT opioids (57). In the absence of more definitive findings, practitioners have largely relied on good
clinical judgment to guide them through the selection
process and long-term management of patients with
intractable noncancer pain (10).
There is only limited evidence to validate the benefits of IT drug delivery on physical and mental functioning (58-60). Results from a 3-year prospective study by
Thimineur et al (46) reported that pump recipients had
improvements in pain, mood, and function from baseline to 36 months . In comparison, nonrecipients—those
who either failed an IT trial or declined pump implantation—showed substantial worsening with respect to
physical function, depression, and anxiety scores (46).
An improvement in physical functioning was also demonstrated in an analysis of the National Outcomes Reg-
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istry for Low Back Pain (47). In this study, 60% of those
who received treatment through a drug delivery device
showed improvement in their Oswestry score at a 6month follow-up; this number increased to 66% when
pump recipients were evaluated at a 12-month followup (47). Although these data suggest a possible correlation between IT therapy and improvement in physical
and mental functioning, the prospective design of the
studies prohibits absolute confirmation of such outcomes. Controlled trials are warranted to substantiate
this potential benefit of intraspinal drug therapy.
Despite widespread clinical use, a recent review of
the available literature performed by Smith et al (61)
concluded that the role of implantable drug delivery
devices for the management of persistent noncancer
pain remains ill-defined with a need to better determine appropriate patient selection. Patel et all (11) in a
systematic review found only limited evidence.
Although an accumulation of data strongly supports the use of IT therapy for cancer-related pain, additional trials are needed to determine the most appropriate pain conditions and/or subpopulation of patients
with noncancer pain best suited for treatment with an
implantable drug delivery system (61). Regardless, the
researchers found reasonably strong evidence supporting the short-term use of IT therapy for treatment of
cancer and neuropathic pain; evidence supporting the
use of long-term therapy for intractable noncancer pain
was not as robust (60,61).

3.2 Clinical Implications of IT Drug Delivery.
Adverse effects and complications of IT therapy are
also well documented in the literature. Studies have
identified the emergence of issues related to dose escalation, specifically acknowledging IT granulomas and
excess mortality as potential consequences of IT drug
delivery (15,61,62). To maximize the effects of treatment without compromising patient safety, it is essential that clinicians are aware of these potential issues
and recognize patients most at risk for complications of
long-term IT therapy (62).
The potential consequences of inappropriate dosing/titration were noted in the 2007 Interdisciplinary
Polyanalgesic Conference recommendations (5). IT therapy has been associated with severe adverse effects,
including opioid-induced hyperalgesia, hypotension,
sedation, and respiratory depression; opioids may also
cause hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism, which potentially can result in sexual dysfunction and osteoporosis
(63,64). Even more concerning, escalation of dosage
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that occurs too quickly and without proper monitoring—particularly during the initial 24 hours following
device implantation—can result in excess mortality
(65,66). Acknowledging that most IT agents have doserelated adverse effects, the panel recommended starting low and slowly increasing the dosage, as required,
based on patient response (15). Notably, clinicians may
consider accelerating dose changes in patients who are
young and robust; however, caution should be used
when titrating doses for those who are old and frail,
adjusting administration only weekly. To further minimize the potential for adverse effects, the panel suggested that titration not exceed the recognized upper
dosing limits for each agent unless a complicated medical decision is needed (15).
When dose escalation reaches its limit with monotherapy, clinicians have combined agents to provide
continued analgesia. Based on data from animal studies, combination therapy demonstrates the potential to
produce synergistic antinociception (67,68). Additionally, combination therapy may allow for lower dosages
of each agent, thus reducing the possibility for adverse
effects associated with higher administration rates (69).
The safety and efficacy of combination therapy has
been evaluated in many clinical studies, the findings of
which support the combined use of opioids (morphine
or hydromorphone) and bupivacaine, morphine and
clonidine, and morphine and ziconotide for the treatment of noncancer pain (15,50,55,69).
For patients receiving high dosages of IT medication, sudden cessation of drug—due to catheter disruption, battery failure, or human error—can also result in
severe and sometimes fatal adverse effects (70). Abrupt
disruption or discontinuation of clonidine, for instance,
may result in rebound hypertension and increase the
risk for stroke in patients previously receiving high-dose
therapy (15,61,71). IT baclofen withdrawal can also be
life-threatening, with reports of respiratory depression,
hyperthermia, disseminated intravascular coagulation, acute renal failure, and acute multiorgan failure
(61.62).
Findings in the literature suggest that dose and
subsequent concentration escalation contributes to
the development of IT granulomas. An online survey
by Deer et al found catheter-tip inflammatory masses
to be a relatively common occurrence, with 63.9% of
respondents indicating that they had treated at least
1 patient who developed a granuloma secondary to IT
therapy (72). In a review of published and unpublished
case reports, Hassenbusch et al concluded that IT gran-
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ulomas occurred only in patients who received IT opioids—alone or mixed with other agents—or in patients
treated with agents that were not approved for longterm IT delivery (73). In fact, inflammatory masses have
been attributed to the use of all agents in implantable
devices, with the exception of ziconotide, sufentanil
and fentanyl (15). Timely diagnosis of a catheter-tip inflammatory mass—symptoms of which include the loss
of analgesic effect in addition to new and progressive
neurologic symptoms—allows for minimally invasive
therapy and may prevent the need for surgical removal
of the mass (73); if left untreated, IT granulomas can
lead to long-term neurologic damage and permanent
paralysis (62).

4.0 Patient Selection Guidelines.
A risk/benefit ratio can be extrapolated from the
existing literature, focusing on both effective therapeutic interventions, as well as on the possible implications of therapy. Although practitioners will agree
that proper patient selection is paramount to successful
treatment, to date there is substantial variation in the
ways in which IT candidates are chosen (44). Guidelines,
therefore, are needed to assist clinicians in selecting appropriate recipients for device implantation.

4.1 Diagnosistic Considerations
Preliminary evaluation for IT therapy relies on the
ability of the clinician to accurately identify nociceptive
and/or neuropathic factors contributing to the patient’s
pain, with a view toward identifying potential pathophysiologies consistent with chronic pain (13,74). Diagnostic assessment of the patient with chronic noncancer
pain should encompass a complete physical, neurologic,
radiologic, psychological, and social evaluation (62,74).
A detailed pain history and a review of the patient’s
medical records, prior pharmacologic treatments, and
laboratory findings should be incorporated into the
evaluation (74). Common disease states and diagnoses
for which IT drug delivery is indicated include neuropathic pain syndromes (eg, thalamic syndrome, spinal
cord injury, diabetic neuropathy, or postherpetic neuralgia); radicular pain from failed back surgery syndrome;
complex regional pain syndrome; osteoporosis; pancreatitis; phantom limb pain syndrome; compression fractures; and other disorders caused by injury or irritation
to the nervous system (62,74). Unlike pain associated
with terminal illness, noncancer pain patients tend to
have longer life spans and require extended therapy
that can range from months to years (74).
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The type of pain a patient reports—typically classified as visceral/somatic nociceptive, neuropathic, or
mixed neuropathic nociceptive pain—may impact therapeutic outcomes, as response to IT delivery can vary
depending on the pain presentation (74). However,
there is no definitive evidence as to which pain type is
best suited for treatment with an implantable device
(74). Patients with visceral nociceptive pain or somatic
nociceptive pain often respond well to IT therapy (74).
Limited evidence suggests that patients with nociceptive pain may achieve a greater therapeutic effect than
those with neuropathic or mixed nociceptive/neuropathic pain. For example, a multicenter, retrospective study
of 429 patients receiving IT therapy found that patients
with nociceptive pain tended to experience greater relief than those with neuropathic or mixed pain; notably,
this study was not designed specifically for this purpose
(49). Yet, other research has demonstrated that neuropathic pain is responsive to IT therapy. A retrospective
observational study of 120 patients with chronic noncancer pain syndromes found that long-term IT therapy
reduced neuropathic pain by an average of 62%; only
patients with deafferentation pain had better results,
reporting a 68% reduction in pain as measured by the
visual analog scale (48). Patients with mixed nociceptive/neuropathic pain are typically the most difficult to
treat successfully, often necessitating the use of combination therapy to achieve effective analgesia (47,74).
Pain intensity should also be assessed as part of the
diagnostic evaluation (74). Numerous tools—including numerical pain rating scales, visual analog scales,
verbal rating scales, faces pain rating scales, and pain
questionnaires—are available to assist clinicians in assessing and quantifying pain intensity (74,75). An accurate measure of pain intensity is important not only
during the patient selection process, but throughout
treatment since it serves as a baseline calculation from
which to determine the continuing effect of therapy.
The majority of research studies involving IT therapy
include pain severity as an inclusion criterion to provide a basis for evaluating comparative efficacy across
trial participants. Pain intensity also has an important
impact on treatment outcomes; although patients with
greater pain severity may achieve a reduction in pain
level via IT drug delivery, the overall pain intensity may
remain high compared with individuals who present
with a lesser magnitude of initial pain (46).
A final consideration during the diagnostic evaluation takes into account the substantial impact chronic
pain has on functional ability and quality of life. Pa-
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tients who demonstrate significant limitations as a result of chronic pain—including those manifesting with
psychological disturbances, poor appetite and weight
loss, decreases in physical and recreational activities,
sleep disturbances, or a change in interpersonal relationships and economic stability—should be considered
for IT therapy (74). Successful treatment outcomes may
afford the patient the opportunity to return to activities
of daily living, thus improving quality of life, although
improved function may require additional measures
(eg, cognitive behavioral therapy [CBT]) (59).

4.2 Panel Recommendations.
Identifying nociceptive and/or neuropathic factors
in chronic noncancer pain is critical to ensuring proper
patient selection. Patients with nociceptive pain are
ideal candidates for IT therapy, although research suggests that therapy can also be effective for patients with
neuropathic and mixed nociceptive/neuropathic pain.
Given the risks associated with implanted drug delivery
systems, pain intensity and its impact on functionality
and quality of life should also be considered during the
evaluation process. If pain is reduced but function does
not improve, the addition of CBT should be considered
(59).

5.0 Associated Medical Comorbidities
Patients with chronic noncancer pain often have
coexisting medical conditions. The number and complexity of these comorbidities increase with age; the
average elderly patient suffers from at least 4 concurrent medical problems (76,77). These coexisting medical conditions influence the pain experience and overall
outcomes associated with pain treatment (76).

5.1 Diabetes Mellitus.
In 2007, diabetes affected approximately 8% of the
US population—23.6 million individuals—with an additional 57 million patients having blood glucose levels
indicative of prediabetes (78,79). An estimated 60% to
70% of diabetic individuals experience some form of
nervous system damage, with peripheral neuropathy
being among the most severe complications of diabetes (80). Risk factors for neuropathy include having had
diabetes for more than 25 years, poor glucose control,
hypertension, and obesity (80). According to a survey of
993 patients with diabetes, 60% of respondents indicated that they experienced chronic pain, many of whom
reported difficulty in managing their medications, as
well as reduced activities of daily living (81).
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There is no evidence to help us better understand
the role of IT drug therapy in treating pain associated
with diabetes or the relative risk of treating a diabetic
patient versus nondiabetics. Nonetheless, it is clear that
poor wound healing and an increased rate of surgical site infections occur in this patient population (82).
This is especially important as wound infection is the
most common device-related complication associated
with implanted drug delivery systems (83). There is also
sound evidence that patients who undergo surgery
with better long-term glycemic control—as evidenced
by lower hemoglobin A1c levels immediately prior to
surgery—have lower rates of surgical site infection and
other morbidity and mortality rates (84). Thus, the panel recommends that diabetic patients, particularly those
with poor glycemic control, be counseled regarding the
increased risk of surgical site infection and that this potential consequence of surgery be carefully considered
in the overall risk/benefit discussion. The escalated risk
of wound infection in diabetics also warrants increased
vigilance for signs and symptoms of evolving wound
infection after implantation. Although there are reports of successful resolution of surgical site infections
in patients receiving IT therapy using local incision and
drainage, meticulous wound care, and systemic antibiotics aimed at the inciting organism, the majority of
cases will require explantation of the device to effectively eradicate infection (85).

5.2 Coagulopathies and Anticoagulant Therapy
Anticoagulant and antiplatelet therapy have become commonplace in the long-term management of
many disorders, including atherosclerotic coronary artery disease. Hospitalized patients frequently receive
systemic treatment with heparin and heparin analogues; ambulatory patients often receive long-term
therapy with warfarin or an increasing array of potent
platelet inhibitors. Specific pain management concerns for anticoagulated patients influence perioperative anesthesia- and analgesia-related safety decisions
surrounding device implantation; as a result, regional
anesthesia is typically avoided due to the risk of neurologic complications unless the patient is able to discontinue use of anticoagulants preoperatively (86). Patients receiving anticoagulants are also at an increased
risk for the development of spinal epidural hematoma
during epidural catheter insertion or following catheter removal (86,87). Despite an estimated incidence
of 1:220,000 and 1:150,000 following IT and epidural
instrumentation, respectively, spinal hematomas were
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found to comprise almost half of the reported spinal
cord injuries and were the primary source of malpractice claims in the American Society of Anesthesiologists
Closed Claims database during the 1990s (86,87). Assessment of systemic factors and associated medications
that might influence intraoperative coagulation is critical to minimize surgical complications (88).
According to the Joint Commission, anticoagulants
are one of the 5 leading classes of drugs that contribute
to avoidable compromises in patient safety in the United
States (89). Following the introduction of low-molecularweight heparin (LMWH), a series of reports of patients
who developed epidural hematomas and catastrophic
neural injuries following neuraxial blockade (typically
epidural anesthesia) appeared (86). This led the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) to add a black box warning to the drug label for LMWH, cautioning against the
conduct of neuraxial anesthesia in patients receiving
this agent (86). Thereafter, the elevated risk of bleeding associated with a wide array of anticoagulant and
antiplatelet agents has been systematically reviewed by
the American Society of Regional Anesthesia and Pain
Medicine (Table 1) (62,86). When considering patients
for initial placement of a trial IT catheter or permanent
implanted drug delivery system, the panel recommends
following these well-established guidelines.
The risk of reinitiating chronic anticoagulant therapy following placement of a permanent IT drug delivery
system is unknown. Nonetheless, the panel consensus is
that the need for chronic anticoagulation is not an absolute contraindication to the use of IT therapy.

5.3 Immunocompromised Patients
Studies have examined the safety and efficacy of
IT therapy in patients with advanced medical illness
and significant compromise of their immune systems,
including individuals with cancer and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) (54,90). Although it is
uncertain at present whether immune compromise independently increases the rate of IT therapy failure due
to device infection, reported device infection rates are
similar between immunocompromised patient populations (eg, those with cancer or AIDS) and all treated individuals based on indirect comparative data (54,83,91);
however, logic suggests that a compromised immune
system may elevate the risk of infection. In the absence
of conclusive data, the panel recommends careful evaluation of potential risks and benefits when considering
IT therapy for patients manifesting with significant immune compromise.
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Table 1. Recommendations for Neuraxial Anesthesia in Patients Receiving Thromboprophylaxis (27)

Drug or Drug Class

Bleeding Risk

Recommendation

Unfractionated heparin

No increased risk with neuraxial
blockade; risk of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia with administration for ≥4 days

Subcutaneous heparin (5000 units every 12
hour) for DVT prophylaxis; remove indwelling neuraxial catheters 2-4 hours after last
heparin dose

LMWHs

Moderate risk with single daily dose for DVT
or PE treatment and thromboprophylaxis; high
risk with combination of antiplatelet or oral
anticoagulant medications

LMWHs should be held 24 hours before
surgery and resumed 8-12 hours postoperatively; consider placement of an inferior vena
cava filter before surgery for patients at high
risk for PE;
oral anticoagulants may be restarted 12 hours
after surgery

Warfarin

Spinal puncture and lumbar blockade contraindicated; high risk with combination of LMWH,
heparin, or antiplatelet medications

Discontinue 4-5 days before surgery; INR
must be <1.5 before surgery; warfarin 5 mg
can be resumed immediately after surgery and
adjusted to INR of 2.0-3.0

NSAIDs

No significant increase in risk as
monotherapy; high risk with
combination of anticoagulant or
antiplatelet medications

No specific recommendations; switch to
COX-2 inhibitor for patients requiring antiinflammatory therapy

Ticlopidine, clopidogrel

Risk based on history of easy bruising, excessive
bleeding, female sex, and increased age; increased risk with combination of anticoagulant
or antiplatelet medications

Discontinue ticlopidine 14 days before neuraxial blockade; discontinue clopidogrel 7 days
before neuraxial blockade

Platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa antagonists

Contraindicated within 4 weeks of surgery;
profound effect on platelet aggregation

Avoid neuraxial techniques until platelet
function has recovered; neurologic monitoring after postoperative administration
resumes

DVT = deep vein thrombosis; PE = pulmonary embolism; LMWHs = low-molecular-weight heparins; INR = international normalized ratio;
COX-2 = cyclooxygenase-2; NSAIDs = nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
Originally published in Ghafoor VL, Epshteyn M, Carlson GH, Terhaar DM, Charry O, Phelps PK. Intrathecal drug therapy for long-term pain
management. Am J Health Syst Pharm 2007;64:2447-61.©2007, American Society of Health-System Pharmacists, Inc. All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission. (R0931).

5.4 Chronic Infection.
The presence of active infection is typically viewed
as a contraindication to placement of all implantable
devices (88). Any type of active infection may introduce
the risk of bacteremia and seeding of the implanted
system, although the actual magnitude is unknown.
Patients previously identified as carriers of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) are known
to be at an increased risk for infection. A preoperative nasal swab should be incorporated into the selection process for these patients to confirm that MRSA is
not present at the time of surgery (88). Particularly for
those patients with noncancer pain, the panel views the
presence of any active infection as a relatively strong,
although not absolute, contraindication to placement
of a permanent IT drug delivery system. Complicated
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cases may benefit from consultation with an infectious
diseases specialist to provide further insight into condition-specific safety concerns (92).

5.5 Obesity-Related Obstructive Sleep Apnea.
The prevalence of obesity has reached epidemic proportions, affecting between 33% and 35% of US adult
men and women, respectively, in 2005 and 2006 (93).
Obesity predisposes individuals to developing symptoms of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) due to profound
anatomic changes that produce upper-airway obstruction during normal sleep, causing temporary apneic
episodes. Present in more than 18 million US adults (94),
OSA can lead to significant sequelae, including chronic
carbon dioxide retention and pulmonary hypertension.
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OSA has also been associated with an increased sensitivity to the respiratory-depressant effects of opioids;
thus, use of long-term oral opioid therapy may carry an
elevated risk of respiratory depression in this patient
population (95). An observational study by Webster et
al reported that sleep-disordered breathing was present in 75% of patients treated with chronic opioid
therapy, with 39% of these individuals having OSA (n =
147) (96). As results from overnight polysomnographies
demonstrated, opioids may have contributed to sleeprelated apnea in chronic pain patients in this study
(96). However, the researchers emphasized that opioid therapy may still be permissible in individuals with
chronic pain provided they are carefully monitored by
prescribing physicians (96). Three case reports described
by Farney et al also illustrate distinct complications of
long-term treatment with sustained-release opioids on
respiration by comparing the effects of opioid therapy
with common respiratory abnormalities exhibited by
opioid-naïve OSA patients (95). Opioid use was associated with increased apnea duration and hypoxia severity during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep,
ataxia with irregular respiratory pauses during NREM
sleep, and severe hypoxemia (95). Further investigation
is needed to explore the extent to which long-term IT
opioid therapy may interact with OSA (95).
The American Society of Anesthesiologists recently
published updated recommendations to guide the conduct of clinicians in administering neuraxial opioids to
potentially high-risk patients, including those at increased risk for respiratory depression (97). Although
these guidelines are intended for the management of
acute pain, the recommendations may be relevant in
the chronic pain setting as well. Horlocker et al advise
physicians to obtain a detailed history and perform a
physical examination—which should include, but is not
limited to, the recording of baseline vital signs, airway,
heart, lung, and cognitive function—as part of the patient selection process (97). The panel concluded that
continuous IT opioid administration is acceptable in patients with OSA, provided there is adequate monitoring throughout the administration period to minimize
the risk of adverse effects (Table 2) (97). Although not
documented in the literature, clinical experience has
found that many patients on chronic opioid therapy
will show improvement when switched from oral to
IT opioid delivery. Furthermore, IT therapy may potentially reduce the severity of both OSA and pain, particularly when utilizing combination therapy. Also, the use
of IT ziconotide as monotherapy may offer advantages
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Table 2. Recommendations for Early Detection of Respiratory
Depression Following Opioid Administration (62)

• Patients should be monitored for adequacy of
ventilation, oxygenation, and level of consciousness
• Monitoring should take place at least once per hour
during the first 12 hours following opioid administration;
thereafter, monitoring should occur at minimum once
every 2 hours for 12 hours
• 24 hours after administration, monitoring should occur
every 4 hours for at least 48 hours
• Increased monitoring is warranted for high-risk patients
(eg, those with obesity and/or sleep apnea)

in this setting (98). It is, therefore, permissible for OSA
patients to be implanted with a drug delivery device as
long as they are carefully evaluated for potential respiratory complications and meet all other criteria for
patient selection.

5.6 Chronic Lung Disease.
Chronic lung disease manifests in a variety of
forms, frequently presenting as reactive airway disease,
restrictive pulmonary disease, and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD). Chronic lung disease currently affects more than 35 million individuals in the
United States and causes more than 400,000 deaths
annually (99). Of these chronic lung diseases, COPD
patients typically experience significant retention of
carbon dioxide and are more prone to respiratory depression and respiratory arrest with the administration
of systemic opioids than the general population (100).
A retrospective case-controlled analysis by Taylor et al
found that patients with COPD are most at risk for a
respiratory event when administered opioids following surgery (odds ratio 5.09; 95% confidence interval)
(100), as compared with patients without chronic lung
disease. Extrapolating to the use of IT opioids, it is reasonable to presume that COPD patients will also have a
greater tendency toward respiratory depression when
administered opioids via an implantable device.
Although the long-term risk of IT therapy in chronic lung disease patients is unknown, it is likely that patients with COPD may be safely treated with IT opioids,
if dosed cautiously. Alternatively, this patient population may benefit from nonopioid IT agents and/or combination therapy, which represent a safer option than
oral opioid administration with regard to the risk of re-
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spiratory depression. Thus, the panel recommends close
monitoring in patients with chronic lung disease during
any IT trial and immediate post-implantation of a permanent system, particularly within the 24 hours following surgery. Evidence has shown that most respiratory
events secondary to opioid administration occur within
24 hours post-surgery; more than half occur within less
than 12 hours (100). Again, IT ziconotide as monotherapy may offer advantages in this setting (98).

5.7 Cardiac Disease.
Limited data support the notion that cardiac abnormalities may independently alter the risk of IT
therapy when the N-type calcium channel antagonist
ziconotide is used, and the potential for dose-related
cardiovascular adverse events may also exist (54). In a
randomized controlled safety and efficacy study of IT
ziconotide, investigators noted that cardiovascular adverse effects—namely, postural hypotension and hypotension—occurred more frequently in patients in the
active treatment group, as compared with those in the
placebo cohort (33.3% vs 10%, respectively) (54). Notably, 32.3% of postural hypotension events occurred
at doses greater than 0.1 μg/hour versus 17.1% transpiring at doses less than or equal to 0.1 μg/hour (19).
The researchers concluded that in addition to initiating
treatment at lower dosages, using smaller dose increments and increasing the time between dose titrations
reduced the frequency of adverse effects (54).
Since there are no specific guidelines detailing the
impact of cardiac abnormalities on IT therapy, the panel
recommends that all candidates with a history of cardiovascular disease be evaluated for the implantation of an
IT drug device system via the risk stratification guidelines
outlined by the American College of Cardiology (ACC)/
American Heart Association (AHA) (101). Similarly, the
possibility of perioperative morbidity or mortality should
also be assessed for patients 50 years of age or older, due
to the prevalence of cardiac risk factors in this population (101). An evaluation that reveals 1 or more major
clinical risk factors (ie, unstable coronary syndromes,
decompressed heart failure, significant arrhythmias, or
severe valvular disease) may require surgery to be postponed or cancelled to allow for proper management of
the condition. Although it is permissible to proceed with
implantation in patients with a history of ischemic heart
disease, compensated or prior heart failure, or cerebrovascular disease, extreme caution should be exercised
when operating on individuals with these intermediatelevel risk factors (101).
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5.8 Kidney Disease.
Approximately 12% of US adults, or 23 million
individuals, suffer from chronic kidney disease (CKD),
with over half a million adults being treated for endstage renal disease (102). There is little available data,
but the presence of CKD—including end-stage renal
disease requiring hemodialysis—does not appear to
impact the efficacy or safety of IT therapy. However,
patients with CKD have a higher incidence of cardiac
disease compared with the general population (103). It
is, therefore, recommended that clinicians consider the
risk/benefit ratio outlined by the ACC/AHA prior to proceeding with device implantation. Patients with a preoperative creatinine level greater than 2 mg/dL are at
an increased cardiac risk after surgery and require escalated surveillance before the decision to proceed with
IT delivery can be made (101). For CKD patients deemed
appropriate for surgery, clinicians should also be aware
of challenges associated with finding a comfortable location for the placement of an indwelling pump in individuals receiving peritoneal dialysis. Haematuria-loin
pain syndrome is now believed to be a renal version of
complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS). Such patients
have severe neuropathic pain in the loin or pelvis area
if an attempt has been made to “denervate” the kidney
and transposition into the pelvis. IT drug therapy may
be appropriate, despite the presence of CKD.

5.9 Geriatric Issues.
The incidence of chronic pain in the geriatric population is substantial, and the elderly are thought to account for approximately 25% of all chronic pain patients
annually (104). The percentage of elderly individuals
with chronic pain may actually be significantly higher; it
is believed that pain severity is often underreported in
older populations, resulting in the tendency to undertreat elderly patients (104). Specifically, the practice of
underprescribing opioids to older individuals is all too
common and results in poor pain management (104).
Clinical experience and empiric evidence have
suggested an age-dependent effect with the use of
chronic opioid administration, such that older patients
are often more responsive and less likely to develop
a tolerance to opioid therapy (105). It is important to
note, however, that the use of opioids in the geriatric
population is complicated by the escalating tendency
for the development of comorbidities and the necessity for polypharmacy; as patients age, they are more
likely to present with any number of conditions, including those previously described in this section (76,77).
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Since many elderly patients will also have some degree
of organ dysfunction as a result of their advanced age,
clinicians must be cognizant of how this physiologic
decline will affect the onset of action, rate of elimination, and half-life of administered drugs (104). The use
of opioid therapy in the elderly is further confounded
by the increased likelihood for cognitive impairment.
Since opioids are also known to cause thought process disturbances, it can be difficult to determine the
cause of dementia in older patients treated with these
agents (104). In addition, elderly patients suffering
from cognitive impairments may have difficulty communicating their pain experience or the development
of adverse effects, which can lead to poor outcomes as
a result of undertreatment/overtreatment (104). Other problems, such as dizziness and respiratory depression, which are often associated with opioid therapy,
may be more problematic in geriatric patients, many
of whom are already at an increased risk for falls and
fractures (104).
Although the panel does not recognize advanced
age as an absolute contraindication, elderly patients
must be thoroughly evaluated for preexisting medical comorbidities before they can be considered for IT
therapy. Any condition that is identified should be evaluated according to established protocols and practice
recommendations prior to implanting a drug delivery
system. The use of IT opioids is permissible in geriatric
patients provided the prescriber remains vigilant for
potential adverse effects of therapy; alternatively, the
panel recommends the use of nonopioid IT therapy as a
viable substitute to opioid administration.

5.10 Addiction.
Opioid use disorders include misuse, abuse, and addiction. Loss of control is a hallmark of addiction; it is
also a behavior observed in some individuals who abuse
their medications in an effort to relieve uncontrolled
pain or comorbid mental health disorders. It is estimated that 20% to 40% of patients with pain will abuse
their medications or manifest the disease of addiction
(106). Many of these patients are not seeking a high,
but simply have difficulty controlling the consumption
of their medications as prescribed. Uncontrolled pain
can be a tremendous motivator for noncompliance. Patients may overuse their medications in an attempt
to escape pain, yet discover in the process that more
medication still fails to achieve the desired effects. In
such cases, overuse of medication can lead to dangerous behaviors or even overdose and death. Importantly,
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the panel believes that some addicted patients may be
reasonable candidates for IT therapy. Eliminating oral
opioids and using only IT opioids shifts the control of
medication administration from the patient to the
pump as prescribed by the physician; nonopioid IT therapy is also a reasonable option for patients with serious
abuse problems or the disease of addiction.
Although potentially beneficial, the use of IT
therapy in the treatment of the addicted patient is
not without its problems, and it should be carried out
with caution and in conjunction with an addictionologist. The incidence of personality disorders in the
addicted population is significant; such patients can
be demanding, manipulative, passive-aggressive, and
generally noncompliant (107). When treating a crossaddicted patient, there is no assurance that the patient
will not turn to alcohol, illicit drugs, benzodiazepines,
or the like following resolution of the pain problem.
Although rare, patients have also been known to penetrate the pump or catheter to gain access to the drug.
Burton et al (108) reported a case of self-administration of phencyclidine, methamphetamine and propoxyphene into an intrathecal pump by an incarcerated patient. One of the panel members recalls treating
an anesthesiologist who had an undiagnosed addiction to fentanyl. The patient was discovered to be accessing his pump—which had been implanted for the
treatment of what appeared to be a legitimate pain
problem associated with concordant pathology—with
relative ease. In another case, a patient attempted to
“cut the pump out” in an effort to extract the drug. It
is also important to be vigilant to the situation where
the patient is the “mule” and provides the means for
others to secure drugs for use or sale. One must never
underestimate the ingenuity and persistence of some
addicts.

5.11 Panel Recommendations.
IT drug delivery offers therapeutic advantages to
patients with a variety of painful disorders and advanced medical illnesses that affect a wide range of
organ systems. The panel does not recognize any preexisting medical comorbidity as an absolute contraindication for IT therapy. When evidence from the established literature is not available to guide the patient
selection process, clinicians should abide by published
guidelines and practice recommendations for the existing comorbidity and use clinical judgment to ascertain the appropriateness of proceeding with device
implantation.
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6.0 Associated Psychological
Considerations
Psychological factors intermingle with physical characteristics to influence the experience of pain
through behavioral/environmental, cognitive/affective, and neurochemical/physiological mechanisms. This
interplay of multidisciplinary issues supports the relevance of a tailored psychological assessment as part of
the patient selection process for IT therapy.
A psychological consult in the pain management
setting entails the identification of relevant psychological factors and their potential impact on long-term
outcomes. Areas of concern may include the patient’s
ability 1) to be educated as to expectations for, and
benefit of, the treatment modality; 2) to prepare for,
commit to, and subjectively assess long-term therapeutic impact; and 3) to participate in, and gain benefit
from, concomitant behavioral or cognitive therapy designed to improve functional activities and maximize
quality of life (109). Attention to potentially modifiable psychological states, such as depression and anxiety, which can exacerbate the experience of pain and
impair the ability of the patient to cope effectively, is
essential. Importantly, the role and impact of the psychosocial factors is often dynamic and can fluctuate in
relation to time and clinical or personal circumstances.
Changes in mood and psychosocial status—including
depression, divorce, and interpersonal conflicts—can
also emerge as unanticipated psychosocial complications (110).

6.1 Psychological Variables as Predictors of
Outcomes
Psychological conditions—such as suicidal depression, schizophrenia with active psychotic behavior, and
active drug abuse—are routinely considered as contraindications for implantable pain therapies (111). In a
systematic review of the literature relating to pretreatment psychological variables as predictors of outcome,
Celestin et al identified a positive relationship between
1 or more psychological factors and poor treatment
outcomes in 92% of the 25 studies they reviewed (112).
Presurgical somatization, depression, anxiety, and poor
coping tended to be predictive of a poor response to
treatment. Although these data suggest a possible correlation between psychological status and the effect of
pain-related treatment, current empiric research has
yet to reveal a specific set of variables associated with
positive or negative outcomes. For example, contrary to
what might be expected, a study by Doleys and Brown
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demonstrated that patients with mildly abnormal Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI) personality profiles reported a higher percentage of improvement in pain after 4 years of IT therapy compared
with patients with a more “normal” MMPI (113). Thus,
patients should not be excluded based solely on such
findings without first considering other aspects of the
psychological evaluation. Furthermore, presuming the
existence of “predictors” assumes a standard set of outcomes or goals for all patients, when in fact, the goals
are likely to vary for cancer versus noncancer pain and
for pain versus spasticity. Likewise, the treatment approach may vary based on the specific condition (eg,
severe CRPS type I or II vs failed back surgery syndrome
or multilevel degenerative disc disease). To date, it also
appears more likely that one will identify characteristics
associated with “poor outcomes” than with “good outcomes” (112, 114).
Although a detailed psychological assessment may
have limited prognostic value, the evaluation process
can be used to facilitate the initiation of appropriate
individualized treatment to properly prepare the patient for implantation and long-term treatment (109).
Targeted psychological/behavioral interventions can
often mitigate the impact of aberrant psychological issues (ie, excessive reinforcement for maladaptive pain
behaviors) and create a patient with a more favorable
prognosis.

6.2 Strategies for the Psychological
Evaluation
With an estimated 75% of chronic pain patients
identified as having relevant psychological factors
(115), a focused pretrial psychological consult is often
beneficial. The primary goal of assessment—which usually includes a 1-hour clinical interview—is to develop
a functional patient description that offers context for
the pain behavior. Communication should transpire between the healthcare team, patient, and support person. At least 2 studies have documented that significant
others tend to perceive outcomes of IT therapy differently than patients (116,117), and incorporating others
involved with the patient’s care into the assessment can
offer an alternative perspective from which to consider
the patient-provided information. The more vague or
ambiguous the patient is, the greater the need to identify appropriate and measurable functional goals and
consider a functionally oriented trial (118,119).
According to Williams and Epstein, psychological
factors most routinely assessed during a consult consist
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of psychiatric disorders, such as axis II or personality
disorders; depression; substance abuse; secondary gain,
including litigation and workers’ compensation; and
motivation for receiving an implantable device (120).
Assessing the impact of mood disorders has received
more attention than the role of personality disorders.
The latter tend to be uncovered by the patient’s history,
via the clinical interview, psychological testing, or over
time in the course of the doctor-patient relationship.
The manner in which patients with personality disorders—such as the hysterical, dependent, and borderline—interact with the practitioner and office personnel can be very unsettling. Their predisposition toward
manipulation and their demand for attention and control can complicate every phase of treatment (107).
Issues of cognitive functioning gain relevance as
those who are cognitively impaired (eg, through dementia, traumatic brain injury, Alzheimer’s disease) may
have difficulty identifying and communicating changes
in pain and may respond in a different manner to IT
therapy than patients who are not cognitively impaired
(115). Additional challenges associated with cognitive
dysfunction—including difficulty with comprehending
goals, expectations, and rationale for IT therapy—might
require supplementary education or closer involvement
of a support person (115).

6.3 Related Influences on the Psychological
Assessment
Patient beliefs and coping strategies may shape
positive or negative therapeutic outcomes by revealing the level of vulnerability to external influences on
pain management. Viewpoints related to more favorable results include 1) patient understanding of pain as
a multifactorial experience that can be affected by the
patient’s own attitudes and behaviors; 2) belief in the
effectiveness of exercising coping skills and acceptance;
and 3) active involvement in treatment-related decisions
(110). In contrast, individuals who tend to restrict the
pain experience to its physical characteristics or medical
cause and minimize the role of psychosocial factors are
more likely to experience negative outcomes (110).
Despite the value of measurable psychological
characteristics, clinical scenarios can exist in which the
severity of physiologic symptoms may take precedence
over psychological concerns. The demands of certain
conditions—such as a patient with CRPS manifesting a
very dystrophic, swollen, and hyperalgetic extremity—
may require a deviation from the widespread practice
of advancing from conservative to invasive pain man-
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agement (121). Notably, it is also important to remain
vigilant over those patients lacking any significant maladaptive or pathological psychological conditions, as
the future can be very unpredictable. Brief, but regular, post-implant office visits for the purpose of reinforcing and supporting positive changes may pay big
dividends.

6.4 Panel Recommendations
The panel recommends a pretrial or preimplantation psychological consultation for patients with
chronic noncancer pain being considered for IT therapy.
However, the inability to have a specialist conduct the
psychological consult—whether due to geographic location and/or resource limitations—is not an absolute
contraindication to device implantation. In such cases, it
will behoove the physician to become acquainted with
the relevant psychosocial issues and integrate these as
much as possible into the evaluation and treatment of
the patient. The evaluation should highlight characteristics that may positively or negatively impact a trial or
long-term therapy. The potential influence of identified
psychological factors should be outlined to the patient
and significant other. Patients manifesting 1 or more of
the characteristics listed in “Contraindications for Immediate Trial/Implant” of Table 3 should be considered
with great caution; individuals exhibiting attributes
outlined in “Indications to Proceed With Trial/Implant”
could be viewed as more appropriate candidates from
a psychological perspective. The psychological evaluation should also assess the need for any pretrial, preimplantation, or postimplantation targeted psychological/
behavioral interventions determined to be potentially
beneficial in obtaining or sustaining a positive outcome. A multidisciplinary approach to patient selection
should be undertaken wherever possible to account for
the multifactorial nature of pain and to avoid isolation
of the psychological components. The psychological
consultant should have some level of participation in
the preimplant trial and/or follow-up to evaluate the
utility of the assessment and help determine whether
the therapeutic goals have been achieved.

7.0 Social Issues
Although none are likely to represent an absolute
contraindication to IT therapy, a number of social issues
may be influential in the patient selection process. Patient demographics, activity level, insurance coverage,
compliance issues, and the potential for opioid abuse
are all likely to impact treatment outcomes.
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Table 3. Psychological Factors Influencing Patient Selection*

Contraindications for Immediate Trial/Implant

Indications to Proceed With Trial/Implant

• Untreated significant addiction

• Generally stable psychologically

• A
 ctive psychosis with delusional/hallucinatory
components

• Cautious

• Major uncontrolled depression/anxiety
• Active suicidal or homicidal behavior
• Serious cognitive deficits
• Severe sleep disturbances

• Effectively defensive
• Moderate levels of self-confidence and self-efficacy
• Realistic concern regarding “illness” and proposed therapy
• Mild depression appropriate to the situation
• Generally optimistic regarding outcome
• Ability to cope with flare-ups, complications, and side effects appropriately
• Appropriately educated regarding procedure and device
• Supportive and educated family/support person
• History of compliance and cooperativeness with previous treatment
• Behavioral/psychological evaluation consistent with patient’s complaints and
reported psychosocial status
• Comprehends instruction(s) and other information
• Patient/significant other has appropriate expectation(s)
• Patient able/willing to “tolerate” medication adjustments with drug delivery
system

*Based on experience and conjecture; not clinically or experimentally validated (74,79).

7.1 Healthcare Coverage and Patient
Compliance Factors.
The majority of commercial health insurers—as
well as Medicare/Medicaid and workers’ compensation programs—provide coverage for the IT modality
when utilized for approved indications, as intraspinal
analgesia is a FDA-approved, commercially available
treatment for intractable chronic pain. Since prior
authorization for treatment will likely be required,
it is necessary to confirm that a patient’s coverage
provides for both surgical implantation and ongoing medication refills prior to initiating IT therapy.
A survey of 87 pain practitioners indicated that only
25% were satisfied with the reimbursement received
from private insurance companies and approximately 35% were satisfied with reimbursement received
from workers’ compensation plans; the vast majority
(90.5%) believed that reimbursement for filling, refilling, and programming medication pumps was insuf-
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ficient to cover practice costs (72). Thus, the patient’s
out-of-pocket expenses associated with treatment
will vary by plan and may be significant. The patient’s
willingness and ability to cover these expenses may
influence which individuals are suitable candidates
for treatment.
The capacity of the patient to comply with the
medication refill schedule is also a crucial component
of the IT therapy selection process. Initially, pump refills and dose adjustments are required approximately
every 8 weeks; however, over time patients who develop a tolerance to therapy may require refills more
frequently, possibly as often as every 4 to 6 weeks (74).
Only patients who are willing and able to maintain
their refill schedule—typically those who do not have
cognitive, psychological, or socioeconomic barriers and
who benefit from family support—should be selected
for treatment.
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7.2 Panel Recommendation.
Published research to date does not confirm a
direct link between social factors and outcomes of IT
therapy, and therefore, consideration of these factors
should not definitively support or contraindicate treatment. Nevertheless, certain considerations may provide
insight into the potential effect and/or consequences of
treatment; these associated social issues should be carefully weighed during the patient selection process.

8.0 Prior Therapy

and

Its Results

Pain management strategies are individually tailored based on comprehensive evaluation of overall
health status and pain-related history (122). The pain
treatment continuum for chronic noncancer pain begins with conservative options, such as exercise programs, meditation and relaxation techniques, and overthe-counter pain medications (1,39). Subsequent steps
include adjuvant medications for treating neuropathic
pain, physical rehabilitation, somatic and sympathetic
neural blockade for specific pain conditions, cognitive
and behavioral therapies, and/or oral or other systemic
opioid medications (10,11,74). More aggressive options
are reserved for the small fraction of patients who do
not improve with more conservative measures and include spinal cord stimulation, spinal (IT) drug delivery,
and/or neurodestructive procedures (10,11,74). Patient
selection criteria for IT drug delivery system implantation—namely exhaustion of all attempts at treatment
of the underlying disorder responsible for the ongoing
pain, failure of less invasive therapies, and inadequate
effect or intolerable adverse effects with use of oral opioids—reflect this step-wise therapeutic approach (74).
IT drug delivery in noncancer-related pain has been
studied in a limited number of controlled trials (54,123125)—many of which focus on the use of ziconotide or
ziconotide-morphine combination therapy—although
numerous observational studies suggest that IT drug
delivery with a variety of agents provides significant
pain reduction in certain patients whose chronic pain
fails to respond to more conservative management
(56,126).
Opioids can provide effective analgesia via many
routes of administration—oral, transdermal, and intravenous or neuraxial routes (epidural and IT)—and
the simplest effective route should be employed. Yet,
chronic opioid therapy in the long-term management
of noncancer-related pain remains controversial (127129). Advocates point to long-term efficacy and improvement in function in patients with chronic pain-
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ful conditions, including low back pain (47), whereas
opponents cite difficulties in prescribing these drugs
over extended periods of time (130). The traditional
paradigm for opioid treatment is based on cancer pain
management (130). In this approach, patients with significant chronic pain are given a long-acting opioid for
continuous analgesia, as short-acting opioids may cause
fluctuations in pain control.
Nearly every available opioid has been used successfully in treating chronic low back pain, including shortacting agents (eg, hydrocodone, oxycodone), alone or
in combination with ibuprofen or acetaminophen, and
long-acting agents (eg, methadone, transdermal fentanyl, controlled-release oxycodone) (131-133). Oral
or transdermal opioids are the most commonly used
agents, and an estimated 80% to 90% of patients with
chronic noncancer pain attain adequate pain control
with these therapies (10,11,65). However, there remains
a small, but significant, percentage of chronic pain patients who do not achieve effective pain relief with traditional regimens.
Intolerable adverse effects—another common
drawback of systemic opioids—are more likely to occur
at higher dosages, and therefore, can be problematic
for patients requiring dose escalation to achieve adequate pain control. Commonly reported adverse effects
include gastrointestinal distress (eg, nausea, vomiting,
constipation, diarrhea) (117); impaired cognition (eg,
memory lapses, confusion) (117); urinary retention or
incontinence (117); pruritus (75); interference with the
touch sensation (74); impaired motor function and sympathetic reflexes (74); and central nervous system (CNS)
conditions, such as drowsiness or cloudiness (74). Clinical experience suggests that higher opioid doses may
also produce a greater-than-normal sensitivity to pain,
possibly as a result of increased stimulation of the CNS
that does not occur with lower opioid dosages (75).
There are no studies that directly address the correlation between response to systemic opioids and subsequent response to IT therapy for the management of
noncancer pain. Clinical experience and extrapolation
from the extensive experience with treatment of cancer pain suggests successful pain relief can be achieved
in patients with a previous history of poor pain relief
or adverse reactions with systemic opioids (15,134).
Greater efficacy with IT therapy as compared with systemic treatment may stem from the direct application
of agents close to their site of action at the spinal dorsal
horn (135,136). IT administration also allows for a variety of medications to be administered as monotherapy,
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including nonopioid formulations, or in various admixtures; if morphine is ineffective or has intolerable
adverse effects, the physician may attempt a course of
another opioid (eg, hydromorphone, fentanyl, or sufentanyl) or a “cocktail” combining agents from different drug classes (eg, an opioid plus bupivicaine) (15).

8.1 Panel Recommendation.
For patients with chronic noncancer pain, a stepwise approach to therapy in which treatment begins
with the least aggressive approach and progresses only
when therapy fails to safely provide adequate analgesia is recommended. Most often the advancement to
IT therapy is warranted when more conservative treatment options have failed; however, a more aggressive
approach may also be necessary in patients with difficulty managing their medications or for individuals
with certain comorbid conditions (eg, morbid obesity
or sleep apnea) for whom the use of oral opioids has
the potential for detrimental adverse effects.
A direct correlation between response to systemic
opioids and subsequent response to IT therapy has not
been clearly established; nonetheless, uncontrolled trials and clinical experience suggest that patients who
achieve a 50% or greater reduction in pain with systemic opioids are likely to achieve a therapeutic benefit
with IT therapy (10,11), accompanied by a lower rate of
adverse effects. The spinal dorsal horn is rich in receptors and ion channels that modulate pain. It is reasonable to assume that combination spinal drug delivery is
likely more effective than systemic analgesic therapy;
however, there is no literature to support this. In addition, there is no literature to support the predictive
value of response to systemic nonopioids when administered spinally.

9.0 Spinal
Factors

and

Anatomical Technical

Safe and efficient access to the anatomical region
of the spine is an indispensable procedural element
of IT drug delivery device implantation and outcome
management (137). However, recommended catheter
insertion at the L2-3 or L3-4 level can be complicated by
unique patient profiles and histories (138); disease pathology, inherited or acquired medical characteristics,
and associated anatomic variations in the spine require
perioperative consideration to optimize surgical technique and device placement (137). Metastatic involvement or occult pathology in the spinal column (88), arthritis in the joints, paraplegia, spasticity, and scoliosis
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may impose restrictions on ideal patient positioning for
the procedure, thereby requiring the determination of
an alternate position to avoid compromising sterility
and patient safety (137). Fluoroscopy should be used in
a compensatory effort to correct any residual anatomic
tilt (137). Anatomic variation may also impede recommended redirection of the catheter to the IT space for
the final tip position (137). Furthermore, abnormal
anatomy may obscure recognition of the pressure gradient between the epidural space and the spinal fluid
(137).
Arterial blood supply, CSF bulk flow, and diffusion
through the dura and meninges characterize anatomic factors that could influence therapeutic outcomes
through the uptake and delivery of IT agents (137). At
this time, no firm recommendations can be made on
optimum catheter tip location. However, if there is
poor CSF return at the time of placement, consideration
should be given to perform a radionucleotide study (Indium) to assess CSF distribution. Previously described
disparities in nerve root size and volume also impact
response to IT agents (137).
The panel recognizes the influence of a wide array of spinal and anatomic considerations on the patient selection process and encourages comprehensive
review of physical attributes to ensure preimplantation
identification of potential technical challenges.

10.0 Technical Factors: Device-Related
Limitations
There are a number of technical concerns that must
be considered when selecting a patient for treatment
using IT drug therapy. Most notable is the size of the
IT pump and the subcutaneous position and route that
the tunneled catheter will take during surgical placement. Before the procedure, the patient must clearly
understand the size and location of the proposed pocket for the IT pump. Most devices are large, and the only
region suitable for placement is the left- or right-lower
quadrant of the abdomen (88). However, in patients
with an overhanging panniculus, higher placement
may be necessary. It is important to mark the pump location while the patient is in the sitting position for optimum placement. Special care must be taken to avoid
proximity to the anterior rib or iliac crest, which can
cause painful contact of the pump with the structures,
even after complete healing of the surgical incisions
(88). Placement can be complicated by extensive scarring caused by prior abdominal surgery. The presence
of a colostomy or other enterocutaneous ostomy must
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be carefully considered when selecting the position for
creation of the pump pocket. The presence of ongoing infection or significant skin breakdown anywhere
along the course of the proposed position for the tunneled catheter is a relatively strong contraindication to
placement (83). Minor variations in the depth of the implant site are appropriate based on weight ranges, with
special consideration to maintain pump accessibility for
required refills (88); the pump may be implanted within
the mid-fat plane of the lower quadrant of the abdomen or directly over the anterior fascia of the rectus abdominis muscle to accommodate for variation in body
habitus of individual patients (88). It is necessary to secure the pump with suture to prevent rotation. Fascia
is the optimum tissue for securing the pump; however,
if the pump is placed in the mid-fat plane, it can be sutured to the fat, as scar tissue will form rapidly around
the sutures and pump, securing the device in place.
The use of IT drug therapy is technically challenging and relies on an understanding of the pharmacology of IT opioids and proper use of the infusion device.
The role of the individual practitioner is critical in ensuring safe use of IT opioid therapy. A recent large-scale
epidemiology study has established that there is excess
mortality associated with the use of IT opioid therapy
for the treatment of noncancer pain (139). Every practitioner using IT therapy must understand that there is
risk of fatality, particularly soon after implantation. In
the absence of data to guide practice, we must adopt
a commonsense approach. It seems logical that practi-

tioners can minimize their contribution to this risk by
considering the factors outlined in Table 4 (66). A working knowledge of possible device malfunctions is also
crucial for clinicians to anticipate potential mechanical
failures, many of which can result in serious adverse effects (Table 5) (140).

11.0 Economic Factors
Pain affects a staggering number of individuals in
the United States each year. An estimated 76.5 million
adults 20 years of age or older report having experienced pain that lasted more than 24 hours, a number
that exceeds the combined incidence of diabetes, coronary heart disease, stroke, and cancer (141). Approximately 15% to 25% of adults report having chronic
pain—commonly defined as pain that persists for 6
months or longer—at any given time; in patients older
than 65 years of age, the prevalence escalates to 50%
(10,11,142). The economic consequences of chronic
pain are also substantial, amounting to an estimated
$100 billion annually in direct and indirect costs (141).
Although the clinical and economic effects of intractable pain undoubtedly warrant proper treatment, the
most appropriate and cost-effective method of therapy
is often less clear. Systemic opioid administration is preferred over more invasive intraspinal modalities (74),
since oral and intravenous opioid regimens are not associated with surgery-related adverse effects (eg, postoperative infection, wound infection, meningitis, and
postdural puncture headache) and allow for a lower

Table 4. A “Commonsense Approach” to minimizing the risk of mechanical failure and adverse effects with it therapy.
1. Initiate IT therapy with a safe starting dose, even if the dosage is insufficient to provide effective pain relief
2. Avoid use of concomitant CNS depressants in the immediate post-implantation period
3. Gain an expert understanding of the IT drug pump, its construction, and proper programming
4. Personally oversee all aspects of the initial programming
5. A
 void use of excessively concentrated solutions during initiation of therapy to minimize the delay in onset of drug effects associated with
slow infusion rates
6. R
 outinely calculate when new drug will first enter the IT space and warn the patient and their caregivers to be most vigilant during this
interval of time
7. A
 void the use of conversion tables to determine the initial starting dose, as doses that are calculated at equal analgesic amounts from
standard conversion tables have no support in the literature and may be lethal
IT = intrathecal; CNS = central nervous system.
Adapted from Falco et al (31). Systematic review of diagnostic utility and therapeutic effectiveness of cervical facet joint interventions.
Pain Physician 2009; 12:323-344.
www.painphysicianjournal.com
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Table 5. Summary of Potential Pump Failures.

• Catheter pump misconnection

o May occur in the immediate postoperative period, but can also be delayed in onset

• Loss of pump propellant

o Can manifest as an excessive or reduced drug delivery rate
o Results in a range of symptoms, from overdose to acute withdrawal adverse effects

• Gear shaft wear and motor stall

o Leads to symptoms of drug underinfusion, not always accompanied by an alarm

• Leakage of infused drug

o May occur at the catheter-pump connection in either the immediate postoperative period or with some delay
o Can be caused by a needle piercing the catheter wall; infiltration of an additional local anesthetic utilized when closing the incision site;
trauma to the catheter by self-retaining or hand-held “cat’s paw” retractors; or kinking of catheter in close proximity to the pump

• Displacement of IT catheter

o May result in a local hygroma caused by CSF leakage

• Kinking of IT catheter

o Can occur anywhere from the pump to the catheter receiving device alongside the spine
o Complicates and/or prevents attempts to aspirate CSF or inject via the pump side

• Obstruction by IT catheter tip fibroma or fibrous sheath

o May be related to increasing doses/concentrations of opioids
o Associated with decreased analgesic effect, new back pain, withdrawal symptoms, and/or potential for neurologic adverse effects

IT = intrathecal; CSF = cerebrospinal fluid.
Adapted from Pergolizzi et al (104). Opioids and the management of chronic severe pain in the elderly: consensus statement of an international
expert panel with focus on the six clinically most often used World Health Organization step III opioids (buprenorphine, fentanyl, hydromorphine, methadone, morphine, oxycodone). Pain Pract 2008;8:287-313.

initial expenditure (74). Yet, for patients who require a
more aggressive approach to therapy, implantable drug
delivery systems may provide a cost savings when used
to maintain long-term analgesia.
Economic factors greatly influence treatment
choices and can potentially prevent the implementation of effective therapy. According to a 2009 survey
of healthcare practitioners who actively utilize implantable drug devices, 40.5% of respondents identified the
cost of pump implantation as the greatest economic
barrier to providing IT therapy (72). Drug and refill fees
were also an important deciding factor, considered to
be the greatest deterrent to IT delivery by 34.5% and
25% of respondents, respectively (72). In fact, 87.2%
of those surveyed believed the cost of IT agents to be
at least somewhat important during the patient selection process (72). Other economic considerations may
also interfere with patient access to therapy, including
issues related to reimbursement and out-of-pocket expenses (72).
Several analyses have been performed to determine the cost of treatment with an implantable de-
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vice, as compared with more conservative therapeutic
approaches; however, these studies date back 10 to 20
years, and thus the data are not contemporary. Nonetheless, there is limited evidence suggesting that IT
therapy is a cost-effective option (143-145). Using patient hospital financial service records and homecare
vendor quotations, an early analysis by Bedder et al of
20 chronic pain patients determined the total 6-month
cost of utilizing an exteriorized system to be roughly
$22,000 compared with an approximate total cost of
$18,000 for drug delivery via an implantable device
(143). Although cost of treatment at 3 months was similar for both systems, researchers reported that the cost
benefits accrued to the implantable device during longterm therapy (up to 12 months) (143). A 1997 analysis by
de Lissovoy et al of a large simulated cohort of patients
with failed back surgery syndrome (N = 1000) evaluated
the cost-effectiveness of IT therapy compared with alternative medical management over the course of 36 to
60 months (144). Factoring in expenses associated with
managing adverse effects and the price of pump replacement due to battery depletion or mechanical fail-
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ure, the cost of IT therapy through a 60-month period
was found to be lower than standard medical management ($82,893 vs $85,186, respectively) (144). Researchers reported a similar cost savings in patients utilizing IT
therapy for up to 5 years (145).
In the absence of more recent cost analyses, the following example has been developed to provide a more
current look at cost issues relating to IT therapy. This
model examines the cost of providing analgesia with
high- or low-end IT monotherapy—as compared with
a brand name or generic oral regimen—assuming that

all regimens provide equal efficacy. Based on the cost
of monotherapy, Prialt® was selected as the high-end
IT treatment and morphine was chosen as the low-end
IT therapy. Clearly, patients often require combination
therapy to achieve analgesia and many physicians now
use IT admixtures in clinical practice; in relation to this
model, the cost of most combination therapies will fall
between that of Prialt® monotherapy and morphine
monotherapy. Table 6 outlines the average cost per
month for therapy with IT Prialt®, IT morphine, an oral
brand name drug regimen, and an oral generic drug

Table 6. Cost comparison of a high-end and a low-end it medication versus a brand name oral drug regimen and generic drug regimen (months).*

Drug Regimen and
Dose
IT Prialt®

Average dose 4 mcg/day
in 20-mL Medtronics
pump
Medicare J2278 unit
measure billing per 1
mcg
ASP + 6% = $6.51/mcg

IT Morphine

Average dose 6 mg/day
in Medtronics 20-mL
pump
Medicare J2275 unit
measure billing per 10
mg
ASP + 6% = $2.83/10 mg

Time
(months/30
days)

Average
Cost ($)

Drug Regimen and
Dose

Time
(months/30
days)

Oral Brand Name Regimen

0

0

Average
Cost ($)

0

0

1

781.20

1

2856.00

2

1562.40

2

5712.00

3

2343.60

3

8568.00

4

3124.80

4

11,424.00

5

3906.00

5

14,280.00

6

17,136.00

7

19,992.00

8

22,848.00

6

4687.20

7

5468.40

8

6249.60

9

7030.80

OxyContin® 80 mg TID
Percocet® 10/325 mg
8x day
Lyrica® 150 mg BID
Cymbalta® 60 mg QD
Klonopin® 1 mg BID
Ambien® CR 12.5 mg
QHS

9

25,704.00
28,560.00

10

7812.00

10

11

8593.20

11

31,416.00

12

9374.40

12

34,272.00

0

0

Oral Generic Regimen

0

0
318.00

1

50.94

1

2

101.88

2

636.00

3

152.82

3

954.00

4

203.76

4

1272.00

5

1590.00

6

1908.00

7

2226.00

8

2544.00
2862.00

5

254.70

6

305.64

7

356.58

8

407.52

Methadone® 10 mg QID
Oxycodone® 15 mg QID
Gabapentin® 400 mg
QID
Desipramine® 10 mg TID
Trazodone® 50 mg QHS

9

458.46

9

10

509.40

10

3180.00

11

560.34

11

3498.00

12

611.28

12

3816.00

*Based on experience and conjecture; not clinically or experimentally validated. IT = intrathecal; ASP = average sales price.
www.painphysicianjournal.com
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Table 7. Cost Comparison of a high-end and a low-end it medication versus a brand name oral drug regimen and generic drug regimen (years).*

Drug Regimen and Dose
IT Prialt®

Average dose 4 mcg/day in 20-mL
Medtronics pump
Medicare J2278 unit measure billing
per 1 mcg
ASP + 6% = $6.51/mcg

IT Morphine

Average dose 6 mg/day in Medtronics
20-mL pump
Medicare J2275 unit measure billing
per 10 mg
ASP + 6% = $2.80/10 mg

Time
(years)

Average
Cost ($)

Drug Regimen and Dose

0

0

1

Time
(years)

Oral Brand Name Regimen

Average
Cost ($)

0

0

9374.40

1

34,272

2

18,748.80

2

68,544

3

28,123.20

3

102,816

4

37,497.60

4

137,088

5

46,872.00

5

171,360

6

56,246.40

6

205,632

7

65,620.80

7

239,904

8

74,995.20

8

274,176

9

84,369.60

9

308,448

10

93,744.00

10

342,720

Oxycontin® 80 mg TID
Percocet® 10/325 mg 8x day
Lyrica® 150 mg BID
Cymbalta® 60 mg QD
Klonopin® 1 mg BID
Ambien CR® 12.5 mg QHS

0

0

0

0

1

611.28

1

3816

2

1222.56

2

7,632

3

1833.84

3

11,448

4

2445.12

4

15,264

5

3056.40

5

19,080

6

3667.68

6

22,896

7

4278.96

7

26,712

8

4890.24

8

30,528

9

5501.52

9

34,344

10

6112.80

10

38,160

Oral Generic Regimen

Methadone® 10 mg QID
Oxycodone® 15 mg QID
Gabapentin® 400 mg QID
Desipramine® 10 mg TID
Trazodone® 50 mg QHS

*Based on experience and conjecture; not clinically or experimentally validated. IT = intrathecal; ASP = average sales price.

regimen; Table 7 provides projected expenses for each
regimen when utilized over 10 years (146-149).
As previous analyses have demonstrated, IT therapy
is associated with relatively high initial costs for device
implantation, as well as monthly fees for pump refilling and/or reprogramming, regardless of which agent
is administered (Tables 8-10) (143-149). Yet, even after
factoring in these added expenses, IT delivery of either
Prialt® or morphine is less costly than a brand name
oral regimen. As Figure 2 demonstrates, the cost of an
oral brand name regimen exceeds that of IT morphine
after 7 months of treatment; after 10 months, IT Prialt®
is also found to be less expensive than brand name oral
therapy (146-151). After 10 years of treatment, brand
name oral therapy remains the most costly option (Fig.
3) (146-151). Generic oral therapy represents the least
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expensive treatment option when compared with a
brand name oral regimen or IT drug delivery regardless
of the length of treatment (146-149); however, the use
of only oral generics in clinical practice is rarely done.
Instead, treatment with IT morphine may provide a
comparable alternative to the least costly generic oral
therapy.
Notably, the data used in this example are based
on IT therapy with a programmable drug delivery system, as opposed to a constant flow device. At present,
the US market largely utilizes programmable pumps because they provide a high level of patient satisfaction
by allowing for dose adjustments that correspond with
pain fluctuations (62,152). Medicare reimbursement
varies for programmable and constant flow devices,
thus costs may be different depending on the pump
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Table 8. Initial pump expense and monthly refill costs.*

Initial Pump Expense
Procedure

Physician Reimbursement ($)

Clinic Reimbursement ($)

Cost ($)

Screening test

89

474

563

Catheter insertion

365

2777

3142

Pump placement

384

12,282

12,666

Physician Reimbursement ($)

Clinic Reimbursement ($)

Cost ($)

Refill

87

188

275

Pump reprogramming

51

163

214

Monthly Refill Cost
Procedure

TOTAL

489

*Based on experience and conjecture; not clinically or experimentally validated. IT = intrathecal; ASP = average sales price.

Table 9. Monthly costs, including initial pump cost and refills.*

Drug Regimen and Dose
IT Prialt®

Average dose 4 mcg/day in 20-mL
Medtronics pump

Time
(months/30
days)

Average
Cost ($)

Drug Regimen and Dose

Time
(months/30
days)

Average
Cost ($)

0

16,371.00

0

16,371.00

1

17,641.20

1

16,910.94

2

18,911.40

2

17,450.88

3

20,181.60

4

21,451.80

5

22,722.00

IT Morphine

3

17,990.82

Average dose 6 mg/day in Medtronics 20-mL pump

4

18,530.76

5

19,070.70

Medicare J2275 unit measure billing
per 10 mg

6

19,610.64

Medicare J2278 unit measure billing
per 1 mcg

6

23,992.20

7

25,262.40

ASP + 6% = $6.51/mcg

7

20,150.58

8

26,532.60

ASP + 6%= $2.83/10 mg

8

20,690.52

Refills performed once a month

9

27,802.80

Refills performed once a month

9

21,230.46

10

29,073.00

10

21,770.40

11

30,343.20

11

22,310.34

12

31,613.40

12

22,850.28

*Based on experience and conjecture; not clinically or experimentally validated. IT = intrathecal; ASP = average sales price.

used. Additionally, this cost comparison assumes that
no supplemental oral medications were added to the IT
models. Although there are potential advantages from
both a clinical and economic standpoint to minimizing oral opioids following internalization—especially
if the pain areas targeted by the oral agents overlap
with those treated with IT therapy—many patients who
are implanted with an IT pump continue to require 1 or
more oral medications to maintain effective analgesia.
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This expense must be considered when assessing the
potential impact of long-term intraspinal drug administration; if the patient continues with their oral regimen
while utilizing an implantable drug delivery system,
then the cost of the oral agents would be additive.

11.1 Panel Recommendations.
Chronic pain management should always follow a
step-wise approach—progressing to a more aggressive
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Table 10. Yearly costs, including initial pump and refills.*

Drug Regimen and Dose
IT Prialt®

Average dose 4 mcg/day in 20-mL
Medtronics pump
Medicare J2278 unit measure billing
per 1 mcg
ASP + 6% = $6.51/mcg
Refills performed once a month

Time
(years)

Average
Cost ($)

Drug Regimen and Dose

Average
Cost ($)

0

0

31,613.40

1

22,850.28

2

46,855.80

2

29,329.56

3

62,098.20

3

35,808.84

4

77,340.60

4

42,288.12

5

92,583.00

5

48,767.40

6
(including
a pump
replacement
$12,666)

67,912.68

0

0

1

IT Morphine

Time
(years)

Average dose 6 mg/day in Medtronics
20- mL pump
Medicare J2275 unit measure billing
per 10 mg

6
(including
a pump
replacement
$12,666)

120,491.40

7

135,733.80

7

74,391.36

8

150,976.20

8

80,871.24

9

166,218.60

9

87,350.52

10

181,461.00

10

93,829.00

ASP + 6% = $2.83/10 mg
Refills performed once a month

*Based on experience and conjecture; not clinically or experimentally validated. IT = intrathecal; ASP = average sales price.

Fig. 2. Cost comparison of 2 intrathecal medications to an oral brand name medication regimen and an oral generic medication
regimen. Based on experience and conjecture; not clinically or experimentally validated.

treatment as necessary—while considering associated
financial cost. For those who meet all patient selection
criteria for IT therapy, an implantable drug delivery system may offer an alternative method to maintain pain
relief without necessarily increasing the cost of care.
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However, even an appropriately selected patient will
have poor outcomes if they are not properly managed,
which will negate any potential cost benefit associated
with IT delivery.
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*Hospital outpatient rates are based on the average standardized operating amount ($5128.41) plus the capital standard amount ($424.17), as
published in the Federal Register, Volume 73, Number 193, October 3, 2008, CMS-1390-N. Physician payment is determined by multiplying
the sum of the 3 component RVUs by the 2009 conversion factor ($36.0666), as published in the Federal Register, Volume 73, Number 224,
November 19, 2008. Final reimbursement is adjusted by the Geographic Practice Cost Indices (111,112,114,115).

Fig. 3. Cost comparison of 2 intrathecal medications to an oral brand name medication regimen and an oral generic medication
regimen.*

12.0 Pharmacologic Issues

13.0 Safety Considerations

To optimize IT therapy, management of pain and
adverse effects often requires combinations of drugs to
achieve appropriate analgesia. In addition, patient-centered treatment regimens typically seek to reduce the
number of pump refills, as this minimizes not only cost
and inconvenience, but also risk of infection associated
with the refill process. To accomplish this, IT drugs are
frequently used at higher concentrations than are commercially available. As a result, clinicians tend to rely on
compounding as a means of providing individualized IT
formulations.
Drug compounding is the mixture or modification of ingredients to prepare a specialized medication
for clinical use. It includes dilution, reconstitution, admixture, repackaging, and many other manipulations
of sterile products. Although compounding for many
delivery routes may pose a minimal threat to patient
safety, improperly prepared or contaminated drugs
intended for direct administration into the CNS could
have catastrophic effects and are considered high risk.
It is, therefore, essential that clinicians and pharmacists
alike understand the drugs, preservatives, and other
excipients used in formulating these preparations and
that they observe proper compounding procedures at
all times.

At present, preservative-free morphine sulfate
(Infumorph®, Baxter; Astramorph®, AstraZeneca) and
ziconotide (Prialt®, Elan) are the only drugs approved
by the FDA for IT therapy (153-155). IT morphine is often prescribed in concentrations that exceed commercially available preparations (25 mg/mL) and thus requires modification prior to IT use (15). Morphine and
ziconotide can also be used in combination with other
drugs—such as clonidine, hydromorphone, bupivicaine,
gabapentin, and fentanyl—when monotherapy is inadequate (15). To ensure safety and efficacy, prescribing
physicians and compounding pharmacists must consider a number of critical parameters, including compatibility, concentration and solubility, tonicity, stability,
and sterility.
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13.1 Compatibility.
Many of the commercially available drugs that are
FDA-approved for other injectable routes are not compatible for IT use due to the presence of preservatives
or other excipients that may be neurotoxic. Benzyl alcohol, phenol, formaldehyde, and methylparaben preservatives are all reported to be neurotoxic when used
intrathecally (156,157). Based on case reports, acetate
buffers, ethanol concentrations of 10% or greater, pH
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levels below 4 or above 9, and certain drug products
may also be unsuitable for IT use (158). Neurologic complications have been identified following the use of IT
drugs containing trace contaminants (159). To ensure
that IT therapies are free of potentially dangerous ingredients, both the prescribing physician and the compounding pharmacist should be aware of all formulation components, particularly for admixtures, where
the ingredients of each component drug must be taken
into account.

13.2 Concentration and Solubility.
As part of the FDA approval process, drugs are commonly tested at varying concentrations, and the safety
of a drug must be demonstrated at concentrations that
exceed the final approved strength. However, to maximize the interval between pump refills, drugs used for
long-term IT therapy may be compounded at concentrations exceeding the approved strength. One must
carefully consider the safety of administering higher
concentrations of drug to the IT space, where the margin of neurotoxicity safety may be narrow (62).
Compounding drugs at higher concentrations may
also lead to precipitation. It is vital that known solubility limits be observed when high-concentration formulations are prepared. Because solubility is also affected by temperature, formulations must be prepared
at temperatures that do not exceed body temperature
to prevent precipitation of oversaturated solutions.
Furthermore, solubility decreases when drugs are combined, and data regarding the solubility of drugs in admixtures are limited. Finally, drug efficacy and solubility
are affected by pH (160) and by the presence of ions
such as chloride (62), both of which differ from drug to
drug. Thus, careful attention must be paid to a number of factors that can affect drug concentration and
solubility.

13.3 Tonicity.
Ideally, IT drug solutions should be isotonic to the
CSF (approximately 300 mOsm/L) (15,62,161) to maintain equilibrium in the IT space. The overall tonicity of
a compounded drug depends on the sum of its components, and the ability of CSF movement to compensate
for deviations in tonicity depends, in part, on the flow
rate of the pump (62). To achieve satisfactory tonicity
for high-concentration formulations and for drug admixtures, sterile preservative-free water may be more
appropriate as a vehicle than sterile saline (62).
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Table 11. Criteria for selecting a compounding pharmacy
(6,125)
• Facility must be immaculately clean and maintain high standards for air quality
• Pharmacists and other personnel should be trained in aseptic
principles and practices
• Pharmacists and other personnel must have a thorough understanding of sterilization and solution stability principles
• Solutions should be compounded in accordance with the United
States Pharmacopoeia and American Society of Health-System
Pharmacists standards

13.4 Stability.
The effort to minimize refills by increasing drug
concentrations and increasing reservoir volumes raises
the issue of drug stability. Drugs used for long-term
therapy via an IT pump must remain stable at body temperature for months; however, stability data are lacking
for most IT agents (with the exception of morphine),
and the effects of drug admixtures on the stability of
their individual components are poorly understood
(62).

13.5 Sterility.
The consequences of administering a nonsterile
drug into the IT space are obvious, and CNS infections
following pump implantation have been linked to compound formulations (84,162). To ensure the quality and
safety of IT preparations, compounding should be performed in immaculately clean facilities that maintain
high standards for air quality; it is also essential that
compounding pharmacists have a thorough understanding of aseptic procedures (Table 11) (15,161).

14.0 Regulatory Considerations,
Standards, and Guidelines
The practice of pharmacy is regulated at the state
level, although certain aspects of compliance are overseen by the FDA (163-165). FDA regulation of compounding pharmacy is a controversial issue that revolves around the effort of physicians and pharmacists
to ensure patient access to individualized therapies on
the one hand, and the FDA’s view that all compounded
drugs are new agents and thus unsafe without full testing on the other hand. For reasons of time and expense,
the use of individualized therapies often precludes
complete safety trialing. Compounding pharmacies at
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present are exempt from many FDA regulations that
apply to drug manufacturing, but must remain statecompliant and are limited to compounding drugs pursuant to valid prescriptions for individual patient needs.
They are not allowed to engage in large-scale “manufacturing” for future or unidentified patients. Several
of the FDA’s concerns regarding drug compounding are
particularly relevant for IT therapy, specifically those
pertaining to the use of higher-than-approved drug
concentrations and the compatibility and stability of
compounded drug admixtures.
Standards and guidelines for pharmaceutical
compounding practices have been established by the
United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) and the American
Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP), both of
which provide frequent revisions and updated bulletins
online (166-168). Many of the USP and ASHP guidelines
pertain to the assurance of sterility. These agencies define 3 risk levels for compounded sterile products (CSPs)
based on the probability of microbial or foreign material contamination (166-168). Current guidelines assign
the highest risk level (Level 3) for all “CSPs that lack
effective antimicrobial preservatives” (166-168). Since
preservatives are contraindicated for IT use, all IT drugs
are classified as high risk. The preparation of CSPs is
covered in depth in USP General Chapter <797>, Pharmaceutical Compounding—Sterile Preparations (168).
In addition, Polyanalgesic Consensus Guidelines
(15,161) have been established based on extensive literature reviews and expert panel discussions. These are
invaluable resources to the practicing pain physician, as
they address clinical and preclinical data for specific IT
drugs; provide rationale for drug selection, dosage, and
concentration; and offer considerations for compounding above and beyond the USP and ASHP guidelines.

15.0 Intrathecal Therapies Trialing
Implementation of an IT therapy trial typically serves
as a final step in the patient selection process due to current insurance requirements (eg, Medicare) and widespread physician practices. Traditionally, patient response
to analgesic administration during a trial has been used
to determine the potential pain relief from IT therapy
and to gauge patient level of commitment to treatment.
Despite immediate short-term benefits, the value of a
trial as an accurate predictor of subsequent IT therapeutic success or failure is difficult to corroborate. Trialing as
an extrapolative screening tool for IT therapy requires
close examination of how effectively the process determines who should or should not receive IT therapy.
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15.1 Trialing Methodologies.
Although IT trialing is commonly utilized prior
to device implantation, the methods and locations
in which testing is performed vary greatly. Screening
techniques are implemented via epidural or IT delivery, with the selected treatment administered through
single injection, multiple injections, or continuous infusion. A trialing method is determined largely based
on the patient’s overall condition, the physician’s preference, availability of facilities, practice environment,
and insurance/Medicare coverage provided (47,121). An
evaluation of the National Outcomes Registry for Low
Back Pain found that most trials were performed at a
hospital as an inpatient procedure (72%), as opposed
to an outpatient procedure in a hospital or ambulatory surgery center (16% and 12%, respectively) (47).
More than half of the trials in this report utilized a continuous epidural infusion, and the majority of patients
received only morphine (47). Results showed that the
mean trial duration was 3.5 ± 5.4 days (47). Importantly,
there is no published data to support the use of one
screening technique over another; each trialing method has unique advantages and disadvantages, and the
clinician must decide, which technique—if any—is best
suited for the patient (Table 12).

15.2 Reassessing Trial Goals.
The goal of a trial is to assist clinicians in the identification of appropriate candidates for IT therapy. Positive quantitative or qualitative patient response to an
IT opioid trial has routinely been thought to translate
into successful long-term IT therapy. Trial success has
traditionally been set at 50% or greater improvement
in pain score, although standards for trial failure have
been less concrete (10,11). A trial measures pain relief
using an accepted tool, such as the visual analog scale,
compared against baseline measurements to assess patterns of response and indications of adequate pain reduction—with minimal incidence of intolerable adverse
effects—to help qualify the patient for pump implantation (10,11). The historical perspective on trial goals
was originally shaped by a limited array of approved IT
opioid agents (primarily morphine) and arbitrary end
points related to their pharmacologic effects. However,
advances in pain practice attributable to novel nonopioid IT agents have broadened treatment strategies
and devalued the relationship between opioid trial response and long-term benefit (169). Furthermore, discrepancies among comparative pain relief data associated with opioid trial agents and other drug classes or
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Table 12. Screening trial methods: advantages and disadvantages

Single Injection

Disadvantages

Advantages

Epidural

Intrathecal

Multiple Injections
Epidural

Low cost

Low cost

No PDPH

Minimal time
commitment

Minimal time
commitment

Can use placebo
control

Continuous Infusion

Intrathecal
Can use placebo control

Epidural
No PDPH
Less placebo
response

No PDPH
High placebo
response

High placebo
response

Systemic drug
effect

Systemic drug
effect

PDPH may
interfere with
trial

Does not mimic
chronic drug
infusion

Does not mimic
chronic drug
infusion

Does not mimic
chronic drug
infusion

PDPH may
interfere with
trial
Does not
mimic
chronic drug
infusion

Intrathecal
Mimics chronic
drug infusion
Less placebo
response

High cost

High cost

Systemic drug
effect

Labor intensive

Labor intensive
Does not mimic
chronic drug
infusion
Risk of infection
Many insurances
do not cover home
infusion (including Medicare for
noncancer pain)

PDPH may interfere with trial

No Trial
No cost
No time
commitment
No possibility for
placebo response
Many insurers will
not cover device
implantation without first conducting
a preoperative trial

Risk of infection
Many insurances
do not cover home
infusion (including Medicare for
noncancer pain)

PDPH = postdural puncture headache.

combinations difficult to use in trial settings heighten
the ambiguity of trial goals (170).
Trends in pre- and post-implantation responses are
frequently examined in the literature in an attempt to
characterize the role of IT trials in the patient selection process. Limited data suggest that IT trials predict outcomes; the only evidence that suggests there is
predictive value comes from retrospective studies. For
instance, in a retrospective study of 29 patients with
noncancer pain, 86% of patients reported their pain
relief to be better or excellent in comparison with their
trial experience during a mean follow-up period of 31
months (117). In another retrospective study of 86 patients with noncancer pain undergoing opioid trials,
Dominguez et al identified possible patient trends in responsiveness during trials that were predictive of longterm IT requirements post-implantation (171); however,
lack of similar studies prevents this retrospective study
from generalizing all trials as useful predictive steps.
Furthermore, studies do not consistently demonstrate a
positive relationship between a successful trial and subsequent therapeutic success. In a prospective study of
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18 patients with noncancer pain, all subjects achieved
a pain decrease of greater than 50% during trial with
IT morphine or sufentanyl; yet, following implantation, 39% of the same patients experienced no pain
reduction during a mean follow-up time of 2.4 years
(172). Another study showed that patients attaining
good pain relief through a single-dose trial may experience inadequate benefit from long-term IT infusion
(173). Additionally, in select patient populations, such
as those with fibrosis, restrictions in the epidural space
may distort trial results and misrepresent the level of response that could be obtained with a permanent pump
(10,11). Trial outcomes frequently lack consistency with
actual therapeutic response, since good or inadequate
pain relief demonstrated during an IT trial may not materialize once actual treatment commences.

15.3 Limitations and Compounding Effects.
The inability of a trial setting to simulate conditions of the intended IT environment and anticipate
effects of chronic treatment has impeded the solidification of best practices for trial protocols; common trial-
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ing methods incompetently approximate the planned
mechanisms of treatment. Trial durations also have a
considerable range, typically lasting several days, but
spreading anywhere from a few hours to several weeks.
The practice of tailoring trials around patient characteristics is a consequence of the lack of current evidence to
stratify any particular method over another (121).
Despite the paucity of guidelines promulgated for
IT trialing, published trial guides, expert consensus, and
review articles have invariably called for an IT therapy
trial to provide clinical rationale for permanent pump
and IT catheter implantation (15,88,174), yet fall short
of adequately or accurately predicting long-term effectiveness. In one monograph detailing recommended
trial protocols, a pump manufacturer acknowledges the
limitations of a positive trial in its inability to “guarantee a positive longer-term outcome” (174). Current
Medicare guidelines also mandate a preliminary trial of
intraspinal opioid drug administration via a temporary
IT/epidural catheter to “substantiate adequately acceptable pain relief and degree of side effects (including effects on the activities of daily living) and patient
acceptance” (175). Although no current standards exist
for IT trials and expectations vary immensely, the 2007
Polyanalgesic Consensus Conference panelists recommended the continuation of trialing using a strategy
determined by the performing physician, until data
deem the trials unnecessary (15). In earlier statements,
the 2003 Polyanalgesic Consensus Conference panelists
addressed “the potential for varied effects from differences in dosage, infusion rate, and concentration” and
noted that “the time-consuming strategy of conducting
trials systematically by varying only 1 parameter at a
time might be best for judging drug effects, but is impractical in most clinical settings” (161). In a retrospective chart review of 86 individuals treated with a rotation of long-acting opioids for noncancer pain, the first
of 5 tried opioids was adequately effective in only 36%
of patients (176); however, substitution of new opioids
cumulatively increased the percentage of efficacy and
tolerability, with the fifth consecutive agent yielding
response in 14% of patients (176). As demonstrated by
the continued response in the remaining subsets of patients, efficacy rates associated with individual opioids
did not provide predictive value for other opioids to
safely improve analgesia (176). The same substitution
process may offer similar advantages in the IT therapy
setting to fully assess the potential benefit from IT opioids, increase patient likelihood of response, and maximize pain relief outcomes over time. The 2003 Polyan-
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algesic Consensus Conference panelists also conceded
the difficulty of devising dosing guidelines that pertain
to all patients given the currently available armamentarium for IT infusion (161). The infinite potential combinations of drug admixtures and doses, occurring with
increasing frequency, are impractical to assess during
trials and could have effects that are additive, subtractive, or synergistic (161). Some newer IT agents, such
as the calcium channel blocker ziconotide, cultivate
new challenges in meeting trial criteria set by insurance
companies. Unlike opioids, which produce their effect
within hours of administration, ziconotide may require
several days of administration to demonstrate effectiveness. Consequently, ziconotide trials may require
more rapid titration than would otherwise be used for
chronic administration, and unfortunately, rapid administration of IT ziconotide can produce therapy-limiting adverse effects (169). Thus, evolving pharmacologic
options hamper the standardization of trial design.
Separation of the powerful placebo effects of
therapy constitutes another trial limitation that compromises the assessment of efficacy and elimination of
toxicity issues. The limited duration of most trials cannot rule out placebo effects, which may explain patient
response to some trials of IT analgesics, but failure to
sustain improvement upon initiation of therapy. Such
instances further detract from the predictive value of
trialing. However, a placebo response is not necessarily
sufficient to withhold actual treatment due to the lack
of specificity of the response to an isolated trial with a
selected agent (177). A 2001 publication recommends
maximizing the duration of the trial to guard against
a placebo response, while conceding that placebo effects can last up to a year (177). The researcher also
acknowledged the impact of trial time on occurrence
of complications, including the dressing and tubing
changes, which may exacerbate infection (177). Several
strategies have been offered to circumvent placebo-related effects during the trial period and obtain a more
objective analysis of response. One such method entails a 2-phase trial approach to quantitatively establish an optimal starting dose for pain relief, followed
by a crossover, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial to
eliminate potential physician or patient bias (170). Utilizing this trial set up, the researcher found that goodto-excellent pain relief was reported by 73% of study
participants post-implantation (170). Although they
present tactics to control for placebo response during
the trial phase, studies that report positive response following initiation of pump therapy are limited by the
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absence of long-term data demonstrating continuous
benefit after 1 year. In addition, subjects who do not
exhibit a positive response during a given trial may respond to alternate drugs or combination therapies.
Trialing assessments are largely based on the assumption that patient response to opioids will be clearly defined. However, failure of pain relief to endure
beyond the trial can also be accounted for by the development of tolerance and opioid-induced hyperalgesia,
which cannot be evaluated during the brief trial period.
Careful titration or rotation to other opioids or medication combinations are occasionally required to maximize
analgesia and provide adequate pain relief, a strategy
that is not usually a trial component and would require
lengthy trial duration (178). Trials are also restricted by
their inability to eliminate risk for toxicity and adverse
effects associated with the invasive procedure, the opioid, or the modality. Perioperative risks, including those
conferred by the surgical procedure of implanting an
infusion system, cannot be anticipated during a trial;
these and other independent shortcomings associated
with trialing warrant careful consideration before validating the role of an IT trial.

16.0 Panel Recommendation
16.1 Alternative Psychological-Based Strategies
Clinical studies have historically characterized IT
therapy as well tolerated, providing analgesia that
outweighs adverse effects, which can typically be managed through careful patient selection and monitoring
(161). For example, adverse effects of morphine can
be managed by rotation to hydromorphone, addition
of an agent such as bupivacaine, or reducing the morphine dose. In addition, one of the more significant
risks of IT therapy is the development of a catheter-tip
inflammatory mass that expands, leading to cord compression with signs of myelopathy (73), which may be
minimized by careful dose selection and positioning of
the catheter. Thus, concentrating clinical management
on tolerable post-implantation adverse effects by refining IT pump regimens would prevent unnecessary involvement of vulnerable patients in a trial period. To
minimize the physical and psychological burden on the
patient, better utilization of available IT safety and efficacy evidence—in combination with a strategic, multifaceted patient selection process—would serve as a
practical alternative to trialing.
The panel recommends reconsideration of mandatory IT trials. The decision to conduct a trial should
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be left to the physician, but there should not be a requirement for a trial. The recommendation is based on
the fact that the predictive value of trials is unsubstantiated, the absence of long-term efficacy, the lack of
demonstrated safety sufficient to outweigh trial risks,
the inability of trial agents to simulate the infusion rate
and volume of IT medications comparable to long-term
administration, and the time limitations to sufficiently
monitor patient response—including potential development of tolerance and opioid-induced hyperalgesia.
Lack of compatibility with emerging agents and combinations for IT drug delivery and potential complications
inherent to trials themselves (ie, the probability that
an implantable pump may be associated with a smaller
risk of infection than a temporary catheter) should also
be considered in determining trial utility during the
patient selection process. For practitioners who deem
a trial period necessary to proceed with implantation,
an emphasis on simulating actual IT delivery—allowing
sufficient time to evaluate patient response to various
agents and/or drug admixtures—may be beneficial.
This method can be costly, but enables the practitioner
to assess the potential response to therapy and maximize pain relief outcomes over time. To help facilitate
extended IT trialing, the panel supports the development of a less expensive, programmable pump with a
life span of 6 to 12 months. This “trial” pump would
provide for adequate time to examine the effects of IT
therapy; if therapy via the “trial” pump is successful,
then implantation of a permanent device may be warranted. Alternatively, the panel recommends a heavier
focus on psychological evaluation as outlined in the
“Associated Psychological Considerations” section, than
on IT trials to safely qualify patients for pump implantation. For patients with chronic noncancer pain, a psychological evaluation may be the most valuable screen
before commencing treatment and, being less invasive,
would carry less risk. The presence or absence of comorbid mental disease may be equally or more predictive of
IT success than an IT trial.

16.2 Future Directions—New Technology
Incorporation of multidisciplinary patient selection considerations into pain management algorithms
effectively promotes favorable clinical outcomes of IT
therapy. However, escalating needs exist to broaden
the applicability of implantable drug delivery systems
by addressing shortcomings of device technology and
safety, efficacy, and compatibility concerns associated
with approved IT agents or admixtures. Ongoing clini-
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cal investigations are facilitating therapeutic innovations to permit analgesic optimization in the subset of
individuals unable to elicit satisfactory pain relief from
available options.

16.2.1 Device Enhancements.
As the physical foundation for long-term IT pain
management, pump system hardware requires progressive design to better serve individual technical needs
and improve patient quality of life. Several new pump
technologies have been developed to enhance treatment opportunities for select patient populations by
extending IT delivery capabilities. The Prometra® Programmable Pump System is an investigational device
adapted from existing technology and comprised of
predominantly immobile parts to promote durability
and longevity beyond 10 years (179). The fully implantable device features a positive pressure design and offers a flow rate of up to 28 mL/day; dosing accuracy
is achieved by gate-controlled flow of morphine into
a fixed-volume dose control chamber with a capacity
of 20 mL (179). Other pump specifications include a
weight of 150 g, diameter of 71 mm, and thickness of
20 mm (179). A clinical trial for Prometra® was initiated
in January 2007 with primary outcome measures including safety and efficacy of programmed morphine delivery in adults suffering from intractable chronic pain
(180); expanded access became available as of March
2009 (181). Recent results from the multicenter evaluation of 110 patients with chronic intractable pain and
cancer pain demonstrated an overall 97.5% dose accuracy rate (181), falling within current marketed accuracy
ranges of 85% to 115% (179). Accuracy rates, ranging
from 96.3% to 98.7%, showed no significant difference
when evaluated at 4 increasing flow rate categories of
0.00 to 0.192 mL/day to greater than 0.40 mL/day (179).
The efficacy of the Prometra® pump was also supported
by statistically significant improvements from baseline
pain measurements scored using the visual analog scale,
numeric rating scale, and Oswestry disability index assessments over the course of 12 months (183). Based on
meeting preestablished end points for accuracy, efficacy, and safety at desirable flow rates, anticipated 2010
FDA approval of the Prometra® pump would introduce
a second programmable pump to market as an alternate treatment option for the management of chronic
intractable pain using IT morphine (179).
The Medallion—another investigational implantable infusion system—is expected to enter human clinical trials in 2009 pending approval from the FDA for
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a pivotal clinical study (184). The system is currently
being evaluated with either a 20-mL or 40-mL pump,
each of which measures 2.6 inches in diameter and 0.72
inches thick (measuring across the flat portion of the
can) (184). Both versions include a sutureless connector,
a radio-opaque intrathecal catheter, and are designed
to for use with an 8-year battery at 0.5 mL/day (184).
The Medallion features a negative pressure reservoir,
which operates by drawing fluid in rather than pushing
fluid out. The safety advantages to this are 2-fold: 1)
if there were to be a breach in the system, then body
fluids would be drawn into the reservoir such that the
medication would not leak out, and 2) when refilling
the pump, the negative pressure draws the medication
from the syringe, thus negating the need to manipulate the syringe plunger (184). The pump also includes
a pressure sensor designed to detect flow resistance
occurring at the catheter tip or due to kinking resulting from surgical positioning or body movement (184).
Clinical studies intend to verify the accuracy of the pressure sensor, as well as the overall safety and efficacy of
the Medallion system (184).
A third device currently in the developmental stages, MedStream Programmable Infusion System, features
a ceramic drive system that precisely controls the infusion rate without requiring motors, gears, or rotating
parts (185). With either a 20-mL or 40-mL reservoir, the
MedStream measures 76 mm in diameter by 21.6 mm
(20 mL) or 28.2 mm (40 mL) in length (186). The device
utilizes a SureStream intraspinal catheter intended to
reduce kinking and tearing, thereby improving the reliability of treatment and minimizing the requirement
for follow-up procedures (186). Flow rate accuracy has
been established at ±10%, and fill level sensor accuracy was found to be ±1 mL for all levels of reservoir
contents when administered at temperatures ranging
between 36°C and 42°C (186). Although MedStream is
available for sale in select European Medicines Agency
countries, the system is currently pending FDA approval
in the United States (186).
Another innovative approach recently applied to
the intractable pain management setting supplements
existing IT drug delivery technology with an adjunctive handheld device. The Personal Therapy Manager
(PTM™) was FDA approved in 2005 for concomitant
use with the SynchroMed® II (187) to help overcome
recognized limitations of IT monotherapy via programmable pumps in patients with unpredictable pain management needs (188). Affording more flexibility than
constant flow drug delivery systems, self-administered
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bolusing using the external patient activator device
permits patient control of spontaneous pain fluctuations of various intensity levels at onset. Although patient-controlled analgesia facilitates the customization
of pain relief, preset specifications—consistent with
physician-prescribed dosing of morphine—prevent administrative overdose within a particular timeframe.
Clinical time management is enhanced through analysis
of reports on pre- and post-bolus pain scores, dosing information, and technical events to determine necessary
infusion modifications, while pump refill predictions
and recalculations monitor reservoir contents through
an alarm-mediated feature to maintain drug availability (150,188,189). Results published in 2008 from a multicenter prospective registry of 168 patients with chronic
pain reveal that 85% of individuals experienced overall
satisfaction with the PTM™ (189). Patients with newly
implanted pumps experienced significant pain relief, as
shown by a 29% reduction in visual analog scale scores
following 12 months of therapy (189). Use of the device
was associated with quality-of-life improvements and
reduced intake of supplemental analgesic medication
(189). The results support the clinical utility and safety
of the device, with no related serious adverse events
observed during the study (189).
As with all new technology, the PTM™ has some
limitations. The device is not compatible with the Synchromed I system, thus patients with an older pump
are not eligible for this adjunctive therapy. Clinicians
have also reported a lack of insurance coverage for the
device. Although most private insurers are paying for
the PTM™, managed care organizations and Medicare
are not providing reimbursement. It is believed that
Medicare will most likely offer coverage in the future;
however, at present, patients are paying for the device
out-of-pocket at a cost of $500 or less.

16.2.2 Other Technological Considerations.
Functional considerations for technical exploration include the development of less cumbersome system parts or more compact dimensions that would not
compromise drug volume capacity, as well as methods
to improve energy expenditure and reduce premature
exhaustion of battery power due to changing dosing
requirements (150). Although patents and studies are
not yet available for new devices designed to meet current technical challenges, proposed avenues include
rechargeable devices—currently in development for
spinal cord stimulation—and remote magnetic control
to operate electronic capillaries in a gas-driven pump
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modality (150). Additional innovations of catheter technology may reduce miscalculations of catheter volume,
which result from discrepancies between inner and
outer diameter and frequently cause regimen-related
adverse effects. Furthermore, connection-enforcing designs that more robustly resist tissue stress associated
with regular physical activity would decrease resultant
leaks and improve reliability of therapy, whereas improved compatibility with the biological environment
would minimize catheter degradation caused by internal exposures. Finally, evidence-based support for standardized and tailored surgical techniques, beyond the
maximum 20-mm device-skin tissue layer separation requirement, would reduce perioperative complications
and provide more flexibility in pump placement among
anatomically diverse patient populations (150).

16.3 Future Directions—New Agents
As implantable drug delivery system technology
evolves, so too does the need to evaluate the safety and
efficacy of established medications, compounded formulations, and novel agents for use with newly developed and existing IT pumps (15). The armamentarium
of IT agents already provides a wide variety of opioid
and nonopioid formulations from which to choose, yet
the addition of emerging therapies may further enable
clinicians to customize treatment regimens for patients
with chronic noncancer pain.

16.3.1 Ziconotide.
Ziconotide—a nonopioid analgesic N-type calcium
channel antagonist—is the most recent agent to receive
FDA approval for IT delivery (15,189). Although it has
been used most effectively in patients with neuropathic
pain, ziconotide has also proven effective in patients
with nociceptive and mixed neuropathic/nociceptive
pain (15). For instance, a randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial by Staats et al included 111 patients with refractory cancer- or AIDS-related pain and
found that IT ziconotide was associated with statistically significant decreases in pain compared with placebo (53% vs 18%, respectively; P < .001); 5 patients in
the active treatment cohort achieved total pain relief
(54). In another randomized, double-blind, placebocontrolled trial by Wallace et al, 255 patients with inadequately managed noncancer pain were infused with
IT ziconotide or placebo for 6 days (124). Results indicated that ziconotide was associated with statistically
significant decreases in pain compared with placebo
(31.2% vs 6%, respectively; P ≤ .001) (124). Similarly, a
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randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial including 220 patients with severe chronic pain reported
that ziconotide reduced pain by 14.7%, whereas the
placebo group had only a 7.2% reduction in pain (P
= .036) (123). Finally, a recent open-label, multicenter,
long-term outpatient study of 644 patients found that
32.7% of patients with a high visual analog pain score
(≥50/100) at baseline had at least a 30% improvement
in pain at 1 month following therapy initiation (189).
Based on the literature, the 2007 Polyanalgesic Consensus Conference Panel recommendations indicate that
ziconotide should be considered a Level 1 drug, making
it a viable alternative to morphine and hydromorphone
(15).
Despite having demonstrated efficacy, ziconotide is
associated with several adverse effects. According to an
open-label study by Webster et al involving 78 patients
receiving IT ziconotide, the most common adverse effects were memory impairment (11.3%), dizziness, nystagmus, and speech disorder (8.5% each), nervousness
and somnolence (7% each), and abnormal gait (5.6%)
(190). However, the researchers concluded that there
was no evidence of an increased occurrence of adverse
effects at higher cumulative ziconotide doses (190).
Other adverse effects reported in clinical trials and
case studies include (but are not limited to) elevated
creatinine kinase levels, sedation, nausea, headache,
lightheadedness, depression, confusion, ataxia, and
emotional distress, with certain symptoms possibly correlated with the rate of infusion (15). For patients who
experience intolerable adverse effects, ziconotide therapy may be interrupted or discontinued abruptly without producing serious withdrawal symptoms (124).

16.3.2 Gabapentin.
The exact mechanism of action of gabapentin is
unknown, but it is thought to bind to the α2δ subunit
of voltage-gated calcium channels resulting in the inhibition of glutamate release in the spinal dorsal horn
(191,192). It has also been postulated that gabapentin
activates the noradrenergic system to produce analgesia following nerve injury (15,193). An experimental
drug, IT gabapentin has been shown to reduce neuropathic pain in rat models (191,194-196). For example, a
preclinical study comparing the efficacy of IT versus systemic administration of gabapentin in rats found that
gabapentin effectively decreased mechanical and cold
hypersensitivity, as well as behavioral hypersensitivity,
with IT administration superior to systemic administration (191). Additional research has also indicated that
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gabapentin and tramadol/gabapentin combination
therapy can produce a dose-dependent nociceptive
effect (192). Another animal study demonstrated that
IT gabapentin combined with low-dose morphine decreased pain behaviors in rats and attenuated the development of morphine tolerance (191). Importantly,
gabapentin is not yet FDA approved. Clinical studies
have been performed but results are unknown.

16.3.3 Adenosine.
Adenosine—an endogenous purine nucleoside—
modulates many physiologic processes, including those
in the heart and CNS. Adenosine has analgesic properties, with the potential to reduce allodynia caused by
tissue and peripheral nerve injury (198,199). Acute delivery of adenosine has been found to alleviate pain in
patients with neuropathic pain (200-202) and to alleviate nociceptive pain in animal studies (15).
Clinical trials indicate that IT adenosine can be
used to effectively treat neuropathic pain in humans
(15,201,202). A phase 1 clinical study of bolus IT delivery of adenosine in 12 participants found that the
drug reduced the areas of secondary allodynia after
skin inflammation and reduced the forearm tourniquet
ischemic pain rating (201). Another open-label study
evaluated IT adenosine administration in 14 patients
with chronic neuropathic pain (eg, tactile hyperalgesia
and/or allodynia) (201). In this study, adenosine was associated with a reduction in spontaneous pain (median
pain score reduced from 65 to 24 on a 100-point visual
analog scale) and evoked pain (median pain score reduced from 71 to 12); in addition, areas of tactile hyperalgesia/allodynia were reduced by a median reduction
of 90% (P < .001) (201). Despite some demonstrated
efficacy, concerns regarding neurotoxicity warrant further investigation before adenosine use can be recommended for widespread use (15).

16.3.4 Midazolam.
Midazolam—a benzodiazepine-receptor agonist—
has been examined in preclinical and clinical investigations as an adjunctive to IT opioid therapy (15). A study
by Canavero et al found that IT midazolam coadministered with clonidine resulted in nearly complete pain
relief in 4 patients with chronic noncancer pain, without producing adverse effects or the development of
tolerance (203). Studies have shown that IT midazolam/
morphine combination therapy also produces effective
pain relief without major adverse events or rapid onset of morphine tolerance (15,50). For example, a pilot
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study of 26 patients with noncancer chronic back and
leg pain found that long-term IT midazolam/morphine
combination therapy resulted in pain reduction without adverse effects or tolerance (50). However, rat studies have yielded conflicting results with regard to the
potential for neurotoxicity with midazolam use (15).
Although some experts believe that midazolam is a
plausible alternative for intractable chronic pain, others
deem a reassessment of safety and toxicity issues is warranted prior to use in humans (15,159). Furthermore,
the commercially available formulation available in the
United States contains a preservative, and therefore,
should not be used in patients with noncancer pain unless they are at end of life (15).

16.3.5 Cyclooxygenase Inhibitors in IT Therapy.
Acute pain results in the spinal release of prostaglandins leading to central sensitization (204). The IT
delivery of cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibitors reduces pain
and hypersensitivity in animals (204). It is, therefore, a
reasonable assumption that the IT delivery of COX inhibitors may have a therapeutic effect on a wide range
of pain states. A spinal safety assessment of ketorolac in
a dog and rat model did not show any toxic effects, and
a phase 1 study in healthy volunteers showed no affect on neurologic function or thermal pain thresholds
(205,206). There are no clinical studies using IT COX inhibitors to date; yet, from preclinical efficacy and safety
studies and clinical safety studies, IT COX inhibitors hold
promise for chronic drug delivery.

17.0 Conclusion
The consensus panel unanimously agrees that appropriate patient selection is vital to achieving successful outcomes with chronic IT analgesic therapy;
however, specific patient selection indications for implantation with an IT drug delivery system are not supported by rigorous, literature-based scientific data. The
ultimate determination to proceed with IT therapy requires resolution of 2 principal overlapping decisions—
who to implant and when to implant the patient with
an internalized device. Although it is challenging to ascertain optimal timing for the initiation of IT therapy,
various indicators may signal that a patient is “ready”
for this aggressive form of treatment. To optimize clinical practice in the absence of evidence-based guidance
or validated tools for chronic IT analgesic therapy patient selection, the panel has assembled a set of arbitrary, multidisciplinary issues that merit consideration
during individualized risk-versus-benefit evaluations
(Table 13).
By utilizing a multifaceted approach—with consideration of a patient’s physical, psychological, and social
characteristics—practitioners can determine the appropriateness of initiating IT therapy, thus minimizing the
potential for treatment failure, unacceptable adverse
effects, and excess mortality.
Related psychological factors influencing patient selection for and appropriate timing of IT therapy initiation can be appraised during an interactive patient interview, a step in the patient selection

Table 13. Key considerations for selection and implantation of patients with noncancer pain for intrathecal therapy

Contraindications for Immediate Trial/Implant

Indications to Proceed With Trial/Implant

• Immunocompromised patients at high risk for infection or patients
presenting with an active infection

• An appropriate diagnosis of the patients pain has been established

• P
 atients presenting with severe psychological conditions, including
untreated significant addiction; active psychosis with delusional/
hallucinatory components; major uncontrolled depression/anxiety;
active suicidal or homicidal behavior; serious cognitive deficits; or
severe sleep disturbances

• Chronic pain results in significant interference with activities of daily
living, including ability to work, and overall quality of life

• C
 urrent or anticipated lack of insurance coverage or means to pay
out-of-pocket for both surgical implantation and ongoing medication refills/reprogramming

• Preexisting medical comorbidities are well-controlled and appropriate disease-specific guidelines are followed pre- and
post-implantation

• I nability to comply with medication refill schedule due to geographic limitations

• Patients presenting without any severe or uncontrolled psychological
conditions
• Patient has tried and failed to achieve sufficient analgesia with less
invasive therapies
• Patients in which oral opioid therapy is contraindicated (eg, a patient
who has difficulties managing his/her medications, an individual
with certain comorbid conditions in which oral opioids have the
potential for severe adverse effects)
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process that the panel deems crucial to the success
of therapy.
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